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Madness fascinates because it is knowledge. It is
knowledge, first, because all these absurd figures
are in reality elements of a difficult, hermetic,
esoteric learning. . .This knowledge, so inaccessible,
so formidable, the Fool, in his innocent idocy,
already possesses. While the man of reason and
wisdom perceives only fragmentary and aII the more
unnerving images of it, the Fool bears it intact as
an unbroken sphere: that crystaI ball which for all
others is empty is in his eyes fiiled with the density
of an invisible knowledge.

--Michel Foucault, Madness and
C ivilization
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INTRODUCTÏON

In England during the late sixteenth and early seventeenth centuries,

a serious problem arose among intellectuals. The old conception of a

fixed, hierarchical unÍverse was being challenged, not only by fresh cosmo-

logical discoveries, but by political, social, economic and religous changes

as well. Old explanations for the workings of the universe no longer suf-

ficed; what was needed was a new system, one which could combine the

still-workable elements of tLe old with the new and rapidly changing physical

circumstances . This is the problem that permeates the thought of the time.

Pressure for change evidently induced some Englishmen to develop

radically different cosmological perspectives. Thus, it is clear that

William Gilbert and Thomas Digges along with other advanceo' thinkers went

over to the gopernical world view. Yet even so revolutionary a thinker as

Francis Bacon refused to accept a heliocentric view. Tndeed, the majority

of Elizabethan thinkers clung to the medieval cosmologi cal conception of a

fixed system of hierarchical, concentric spheres with the earth at the c:nter

of the universe. What they did modify, however, of the medieval plan was

the idea of causality. In their scheme, it was the stars and elements as

much as it was God that controlied the workings of the universe. In other

words, natural explanations, however determined they were, were being

-t-
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for divine cuasation under certain circumstances.

With such changes in the conception of the physical order, doubts

about the metaphysical foundations of the world arose. Perhaps, men

thought, there is no higher order, no immutabie God; perhaps all is cháos.

Given t]æ ir belief in the affinity and correspondence between the celestial

and physicai worlds, the poets and philosophers of the Renaissance were

forced to guestion certainty when the once-stable heavens appeared to lack

this attribute.

Changes were occurring in the political life of England during these

times also. Although the Queen remained a dominant element in government,

the assertiveness of Parliament began to increase. This change did not

appear guite as early as the new star in Cassiopeia had, but its impact was

no less sudden and dramatic in 1603 when James ascended to the throne. No

longer was the king the central, dominating fig,-,re at the top of the govern-

mental hierarchy, try as James did to make it so. The challenge of Parliament

to monarchy had begun.

The social classes also appeared to be in a state of change. The

gentry was rising as a powerful group and tte yeoman farmer's importance

was increasing. The preeminence of the aristocracy was coming into

guestion" Class lines were becoming more fluid; one could rise through

wealth and connections as well as through birth. In other words, the

stratified, hierarchical social ladder was shaking. This, in turn, influenced

and was influenced by economic factors .
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The religious controversies that had plagued England since the reign

of Henry VIII had not been settled. Indeed, the Puritans, a new militant

Protestant party appeared in the reign of Elizabeth. Despite Elizabeth's

persecution Puritanism was a vitai force Ín England by the end of her

reign, a force which tended to undermine both episcopal and royal authority.

In the midst of these changes, intellectuals needed to construct a

system, a philosophy, which would explain the new circumstances while

retaining a hold on a concept of unity, security, and order. This problem

has been thoroughly studied from the perspective of literature, but littte

attention has been paid to the area of historiography. One wouid certainly

expect that Renaissance historians would confront this problem in the works

and attempt an explanation and a solution which would enable people to

understand the unÍverse once again" Sir Walter Ralegh, a fine exêrnple of

the many-faceted English Renaissance intellectual, is presented here as

one who attempted to reconcile otd beliefs and new discoveries. The
:

Historv é th¿ \Morld_, which first appeared in 1614, was the fruit of his

thirteen years in the Tower. It is a universal history, dealing with events

from the Creation to the end of the Punic Wars, and containing such diverse

treatises as the location of Paradise, the composition of the Ark, judgments

on kings and ancient gods, along with a treasure of geographical, mytho-

logical and theological diversions. Too often historians have concentrated

on only one aspect of this work and thus made it difficult to see a philosophy

in the Historv. It is precisely because of the syncretic nature of the work,
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however, that we can See to the center of Ralegh's thought. One of the

major philosophical currents in the Renaissance, the Hermetic tradition,

has such a universal base, and as such, was able to rejconcile many con-

flicting elements in the thought of this time. It combined a hierarchical

religious order with a concept of change. Although an ancient philosophy,

it did not contradict the new scientific discoveries; if anything, it was

their base. Its claim to being Egyptian in origin added to its appeal. Thus

Hermetism was accepted by scientists and poets alike. It has not, however,

been approached by historians as a guide to Renaissance historiography, and

it is in this framework that Ralegh's TLe Historv of thg. World is examined

here.

My thesis, then, is that Hermetic philosophy, ôs seen in Ralegh's

Historv, was a system adopted by Renaissance intellectuals to explain the

changes occurring around thempspecialiy in cosmology. The first chapter

is a study of Renaissance historiography approached geographically. It

attempts to explain why the problem of change was more acute in England

than either in France or Italy, using the study of history as an index. In

the second chapter the p.evious research on Ralegh and his &I-orv. is

presented; it demonstrates the wide range of interpretation given to him,

while also showing the deficiencies of each system. Chapter Three is

devoted to an exaiìination of the Hermetic philosophy, stressing its

origins, development and imptications during the Renaissance. Ralegh's

circle of friends, through whom he came into contact with the Hermetic
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tradition, forms the subject matter of Chapter Pour. The opposition to

the philospphy in England is a strong consideratÍon in studying Ralegh,

and this is presented in Chapter Five. Chapter Six is ioncerned directly

with the content of The llglqÐa of t& World: it deals with Ralegh's ex-

pressed attitude towards Hermetism, and with his more esoteric handling

of the Hermetic soul doctrine. The conclusion attempts, in addition to

bringing together the diverse strains presented here, to examine the

possible implications of a link between the Hermetic philosophy and the

rise of modern science"

I have chosen to use the spelling "Ralegh" instead of the North

American "RaIeigh". He himself used many diJferent spellings, but in the

first edition of the E!g¡1, the one used here, it is "Ralêgh", and this is the

form I have foilowed.
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CHAPTER ONE: A STIRVEY OF RENAJ.SSANCE HI$IQBIE;RAPHY

Hlstory durÍng the Renaissance vras more than mere chronicling of 
j:

events; it had the further purpose of explaÍning those evenÈs. The Ëhree rì

countrÍes that produced a signíficant number of historical works in ÈhÍs 
:

périod-.Italy,France'andEng1and.-eachdeve1opeditsoummethodofex-

planatlon, and because of thÍs, the character^of the three historfographies .,
.i

differ radicaLly. These',differences arose chief ly as a result of unique 
,i
i'

politÍcaI and sociat pt"no*"na, as r.11 ""i,íntellectual developments in the
\

three countries" The three approaches to historical change reflect the ex-

tent to which Èhe historÍographers of France, Italy, and England were able

to comprehend the changes of the Renaissance. England, it wÍl1 be seen,

had the greatest problem in this area, and a study of her hístoriography

throws lfght upon some of the reasons for this

lhe medieval explanatÍons for events did not take a causal approache 
l

|n the sense ttut r" understand causation today" EvenÈs and manrs partfcÍ-

patíonin'thoseeventSdidnotnecessarÍ1y1eadtootherevents;rather

the hÍstorÍcal process was of Godts design, and He was the rol" ""u=".1 As :

,a

a result, there was little analysis of poli.tical, social, economic, or in-

tellectual current,s in medieval history-writÍng. These were secondary to
t

Èhe chronicling of Godts p1gn. TL¡e historical process was viewed'as uni-

yersally the same, for everywhere Godls purpose rras being worked out" Thus ì

1*.a. Collingwood, fhe Ideg of Historv (Oxford: Clarendon Press, Lg46), p. 48.

2Frederick B" Artz, The MÍnd of the Míddlg Ages (New York: Alfred A. Knopf,
1953), p. 3ób"
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?
there !¡a9 no real center of gravity in medíeval historfography.' Even t,he

, . .- :,.. |. :..a

jmonastlc chronicles were unfversal, as the mícrocosmic world described was

only a part of the Èo.:al plan.

lhe very perceptual basis of medieval thoughÈ $ras thus dete.rmined by

the divíne causation Èheory. The history of the Eime was, as l,lilliam J.

Brandt has pointed ouÈr trspatial": the physical universe $ras seen as a
o

field of discrete pginÈs, connected not by any inherenÈ relationship, but

rather by an external for.""4 Objects and events vrere not seen in ret"tion

to one another, but rathér as separate manÍfestations of Godrs wi11. lhe

material world, then, was simpLy described, not explained: events illus-

trated the divine plan and Èhere was simply no need to explaÍn these explana-

tions. Order was imposed from wÍthout; all actions and events r.rere placed

withÍn this framework. There r.ras no problem explaining change, since one

did-not have to search for its development Ín the physical world. Changes

were referred irnmediately back to God as theÍr cause.

The view that the Renaíssance constituted an atËack on auÈhority in the

areas'of science, relígion and philosophy has been extended to the fiàld of
E

hfstory." the medieval theory of transcendent causation was challenged by

men who began to see order in the physícal world and could explain material

a
'collingrood, p. 49"

lIÍlliam J. Br4ndÈ, The Shaps. of Þfedieval Hístory: Studíes in Modes of Per-
ceplton (New Haven: Yale Universit,y Press, 1966), P. 33.

5see e.C. Crombie, 'rHistorians and the Scientifíc Revolution", Edgevogr¿
XIX (1960), 10, and G. Wylie Sypherrrrsimilarities Between the Scientific
and the HÍstorical Kevolutions at, the End of the Renaissancerr, JHI, XX\rI
(1965), 354
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changes !üithout referencé to God.6 Not that Renaissance thÍnkers--even

scfentfsts--rejected t.he notíon of a DeÍty; ratherr they began to see a

dlfference betr+een primary and secondary causes. In spÍrfÈual matters,

'st1l1 primary in Íntellectualst minds, God reigned supreme: He had made

the world and its movements were manifestations of IIÍs wÍ11. In day-to-

day matters and in the natural world, however, connections were being drawn

o
beËween objects and events. All began to. fit together rationally; physical

explanations $rere possÍble. Furthermore, the two--prÍmary and secondary

causation--dÍd not necesqarfly contradict each other. Much of Èhe acceptance

of the new scíentifÍc rnethodology Lay in the fact Ëhat íË seemed to prove,

through the discovery of naturaì laws, the existence- of a Dêíty. In *ort,

what had happened was that man began to see imrnanent as'v¡ell as transcendent

causes in the physical world. However, along wíth this new belief in chang-

Íng, rather than eternal, phenomena carne the danger Èhat things níght not

all logically fall into a pattern. this very insecuriÈy is what helped to

provoke the crÍsís descrÍbed earlier" One must, of course, bear in mind

when the attack on authorÍty argument is raised that Renaissance inte.llec-

tuals dÍd not ompletely embrace the new belief in the validíty of secon-

dary ..uratÍon. They remained for the most part Ín the middle of the two

wo¡lds, unable to retaín fuI1 belief in authority and afraid to toÈally em-

brace reason.

6Of.o,rr"e it is true that Aristotelian physics was widely studÍed in the
medÍeval universities and that Èhe rnedievals in consequence had a sÈrong
sense of causation. lndeed, on that basis they were to develop a quite
sophisÈicated naËural scíence. On the other hand, it was not until the
fÍfteenth century, Èhat is, fn Èhe early Renaissance, that this empirical
and naturalist tradiÈion began to liberate itself from Èhe transcendental

.-jassumptions of medieval philosophy. See J.H. RandaIl, _lh" Career of Philo-
sophv (New York: Columbia Uníversity Press, L962), vol. Ir pp. 284-307.
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l{eisfnger has postulated six ldeas of hfstory in the Renaissance:

the ldea of progress, Èhe theory of the plenitude of naÈure, the climaÈic

theory of history, the cyclical theory, the doctrine of uniformitarianism"

and the ldea of decline.T Although each theory is quÍte dÍfferent from Ehe

others, a conìmon factor is their reference to secondtty ""ta"tion.' In all

of these, history is understood in relation Ëo physical objects a:rd events,

not by resorÈing to transcendent philosophical speculation.

' Neoplatonism and.He¡rnetism are good examples of forms of thought in-

termediate beÈween medieval and modern philosophy. TheÍstic though they
'{

qrere, ÈheÍr vitalist presuppositions gave these systems of thought a strong

practical bent towards alchemyr'asÈrology, and geometrical and numeríca1

symbolism. Pico della Mirandola, for instancer'attempted to reconcile all

exÍ'sting philosophies by finding common factors in each. He tried, as

Frances YaËes has pointed out, to find a scientific key to knowledge, and

through this, to.control destiny.S It should be noted further that the uní-

versal quality of these philosophies enhanied their scientific tendencies

becau.se of their generalizíng quality.- The maÍn .point, .however, is Èhe no-

tion of the possibility of manrs control; Ít is the key idea differentÍatÍng

the Renaissance from the Medieval"

tn,Italy the ne\^r concepÈ of hisÈory was adopted early in the Renais-

sance. The humanistic search for ancÍent text.s affected history by allowing

'7

'Herbert !Íeisinger, rtldeas of History During the Renaissancetr in Paul O

KrÍsteller and fhiiip P. Wiener leas.), Renãissance Essavs (New York: Harper
Torchbooks, 1968)r pp. 75-93. These theories indicate the wide range of ideas
of history in this time. I do noÈ agree wiÈh Weisinger Ehat they encompass
all kinds of history written in the RenaÍssance.

' - --SFYances A. YaËes, .Giordano Brung and the Hegnetic TradiËion (New York:
VinÈage Books, 1969), pp. 116, I44.
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the past to be reconstrucÈed from its ovrn physical remains. As a resul'È

the men of the Italian Renaissance were more able to distlnguish periods

of hfstory than ever before. Petrarch, for example, clearly saw Lhe dif-

ferences between the classical and medieval worlds through his study of

Roman }eÈters. He vÍewed the Italy of the time as still in the trdarkrr ages,

but felt that through an examination of the more perfect classical scholar-

ship she could soon effect a rebirth of learning"9 Thu" for Petrarch his-

tory had a moral value: past perfection could be used as a guíde to improv-

ing the presenE" llhat he objected to in the presenL, of course, was the
.:

rÍgidity of scholastic methodology; he did not in any way reject the medieval

fdea of God ín favor of a retutn to classical paganísm"

Leonardo Bruni and the civic humanists extended Petrarchts erudite

viev of the lessons of history to the polltÍcal arena. In Italy at this

time Èhere vras no goverrìmental stability. The constant politÍcal tensÍons

and upheavals provoked an int,ense dissatisfaction. The civic humanisËs,

therefore, looked to Roman history for an example of the ltay a state should

be run and a connection. between history and politics was forged that remaíned

the chief characteristic of Italian Renaissance historiography. BrunÍis

histories are politÍcal in nature; he Èhought this the most important factor

accounting for "hrng""10 fhus by using ancÍenE political actions as exem-

plars for present conduct the histories of the civic humanists were past-

oriented and cyclical, hoping tq effect a return to a better order"

tlheodore E" Mommsen, ttPetrarch ls Conception of the tDark Ages I rr, Speculum,
xvr (L942), 240,

10Dor,"ld J. I^Iilcox, Th" Developmenll of Florentine Humanist HistoriographY in
Th¡e Ftf tee.nt! Century (CamUridge: llarvard University Press, L969), p. 38.
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I\¿o of the more vrell-knohrn Italian Renaíssance hlstorians, Machfa-

vel1l and GuicciardÍnl, both saw hfstory as a pracÈfca1 guide to politlcal

behavior. Machiavellils The Prince íssues instructions to the would-be

ruler on how to keep his state intact; it is a polltlcal science he Ís de-

veloping, using as evidence the nistakes of oth"ts.11 A certain element of

predicÈability in the area of hu¡nan nature was therefore seen by Machiavelli,

ht !redictabilíty of events had not yet bgcome a part of history. Gufcciardini

also subordinated hìstory to politics by givÍng the latter prominence" A;

Gilbert has pointed outr.JrhisÈory in the Renaissance vras noÈ important per
'i

!s; ft provided illustratÍve material for the teaching of moral philosophy."L2

In the FlorenËine historicai "pi,"r", m'oral philosoph_y ánd politics served

the sarne functio4: to effect a return to a g[orious and secure past. The

befief in the predictabÍlíty of human naÈure stressed by MachiavellÍ, how-.

ever, vras not totally accepted by Guicciardini. Although he saw causation

as the intersectÍon of multiple series of physical events, he did not be-

Lfeve the intellect to be capable of penetrating Ëo an ultimate understanding

of the processes of history"l3 This belonged to the realm of first or Èran-

scendent causes" GuÍcciardini is thus another example of the dual nature of

I lNÍ..o 1ð l.lach iave I l i ,
MarrioÈt.

12f"1i* Gilbert, trïhe Renaissance Interest in Historyrt in Charles S" Single-
ton (ed.), Art, ScÍence, and Hislorv in the Renaissance (Baltimore: The
Johns Hopkins Press, L967), p. 376. For ampi-ification of this idea see
Gilbertrs Machiâve11i and Guicciardini: PoliÈics and Historv in SixÈeenth
Centulv Florence (Princeton: Princeton Universit,y Press, L965).

l3Myror, P, Gilmore, "Freedom and Determinism in Renaíssance Historiansrrl
SRen, IlI (1956) , 54.

Ihe Prince (London: Dent, 1950), translated by W"K.
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thought in the Renaissance.

lhe role of legal sÈudies in the development of an hfstorical con-

sciousness cannot be underestimated. In Italy Ehe mos TÈa1ícus school of

law emphasized ttre application of the rules derived from ancient texts to

- 14 -the present.'- ltris was humanist-oriented: ÍÈs prirnary task was to resÈore

Roman law to iËs former splendour through a critlcal analysis of the Digest"

Itre method of textual exegesís Ëhey used creat.ed an historical sense by

clearfng ar¡ray Èhe rflayers of opinion" deposited by the scholasÈic commen-

trtot".15 By seeing the'-origÍnal text of the Digest and comparing it to

lts medleval successors, the idea of distinct historícal periods was strength-

ened. ïhe ltalian legal 
".hool] 

also emphasized the application of the Roman

law, once freed from its medieval shackles, to the present. It r.ras not.,

therefore, historicisÈ in the true sense, as tfe French legal school became,

but rather pointed to a cyclical approach to hístory. There remained a sÈan-

dard to follow, the ancient law, and therefore only three ages in history had

occurred: the gloríous pasÈ, the medieval corruption of Èhat past, and the

future return to purity" Each rg" rts not studied as a'separate entity, buÈ

',1 
LL

in comparison to each oËher.

' Just as legal studies in Italy enabled an historical sense to emerge, 
,

, ':l
the ancíent feud beËween rhetoric and philosophy which was reborn in the 

,

RenaÍssafice had the same result. RhetorÍc was connected in menrs minds

with sense-data, with that which was in flqx.. One heard a speech and re-

Sanceco,,""þtionoftheLessonsofHistory,,in
William H. hterkmeister (ed.), Facet: of the Rengissance (Los Angeles: UnÍver-
sity of Southern California Press, L959), p. 83"

lsDonald R. Kelley, 'rlegal Humanism and the Sense of History", SRen, XIIï (Lg66),
187- I 89.
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sponded to Èhe power of the language, by actlon hopefully. Philosophy,

on the other hand, was coicerned with the e.ternally true; it was wfsdom,

not eloquence, a belfef, not an acEion. throughout the Middle Ages, rhe-

toric, although operative, was under the domination of theology, just as

fn history secondary causes (sense-data) were subordinated to primary causes

(Godts plan). As Struever has noÈed, Èhe Renaissance brought a nesr freedom

of rhetoric which contríbuted to Èhe growing historical a$¡areness: frrhe-

torical concepts of discourse emphasize change, not pennanence, the many,

not the one, the particular, not the universal--emphases which are essential

in a serious committment io historíca1 understanding.rr16 The humanist posi-

tíon, however, sought to channei this change and its manifestations, and

through rhetoric they hoped to return Èo the ancienÈ, noÈ medíeva1, wisdom.

Aga,in Èhe Italian concept of history saw perÍodÍzation, buÈ did not approach

change phenomenologically. History had its purpose: to effect a return to

an uncorrupted way of life.

Itallan Renaissance historiography, therefore, had a strongly prac-

tÍca1 character. An idea of historícal processrof distÍnct periods, was

operating, but this was cyclical in nature. ïhe civic humanfsts saw in

the past a politÍcal standard to which they wanÈed to return. Machfavellí

and Guicciardini,toordesired a change av¡ay from ineffecÈive goverrìments by using

hisÈorícal evidence as indicators of how human nature reacts to events, and

thus as a means to control those reactions. Irrhlle not distinctly postulating

the pasÈ a better standard of

l6'-Nancy S. Struever, Th" Languag,e of Histcry in the Renaissance:
and Histgrical Consciousness in Florenting Humanism (Princeton:
University Press, 1970), p. 37 c

Rhe toric
P rince È,on
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actlon than the present.

In France, Èhe mos gallictls school of legal studies determined to a

large extent the nature of French Renaissance historíography. It,too.studfed

classical law using historícal resources, but less attenÈfon was paid .to the

application of that 1.r.17 In fact, Roman law was approached as a "baÈtered

relicrtr. even before- the additions of the scholastic corünentators; it was not

viewed by the French school as the perfect system the Italfans believed it

r"".IU thus the *os galìi"us school regarded the classical legal system as

a product of íts time, ancient .Rome, a¡d did noË consider iÈ to be easfly

adaptable to sixteenth-century France. lhrough the study of law French

Jurists developed a view of hisÈorical uniqueness. One sÍngle legal system

had not endured in France; she had experÍenced not only Roman law, buË Old

French law as *"11.19 As a result, there !'ras a Èendency among scholars to

see each system as a product of its ornrn times.

thfs historical approach to law spread to Èhe general

as well, and the unique character of French irs titutíons r.ras

-has_called this approach an early form of historicism, and if

study of history

stressed" Kè1ley

we use his

l%i1*o.", ItThe Renaíssance Conception of the Lessons of Hístoryrr, p. 83.

Law, and History in the
Press , L970) , p.. 67 .

l8¡on"ld R. Ke1ley, Foundations of }fod-ern Historical Scholarship, Language,
French Renaissance (New York: Colurnbia University

10-"F. Smíth Fussner, The Historical Revolutign: Englísh Historical I,/riting
and Thought, 1580-1640 (London: RouÈledge and Kegan Paul, L962), p" 28.
See also George tluppert, Th" Idea of Perfect HisÈorv: Hístorical Erudicion
and Historical Philosophv in Renaissance France (Urbana: University of
.Il1Ínois Press r' l97O), pp" 152-154.
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deffnltion, the term fs quite apt.

fH'fstorfcisml refers to thaÈ cast of mlnd which, con-
sclously or noÈ, Èurns not to nature but to the world
of manrs making; which seeks out not the typical but
the unique; which emphasizes the variety raÈher than
the uniformity of human nature; which is interested
less in similarÍÈies than in differences; and whichr'
fs impressed noÈ with Permanence but with change.

^ the development of this rrnew history[ had a political basis-as well
o

as an lntellectual -one. In 1559 upon the death of King Henri II a profound

constítutional crisis occurred; the mosÈ venerable instiËuÈions of France

had to be justÍfÍed. ftà, vehicle for justíficatlon was history, and hence

we see a new importance placed gn historical studies. lhe past vras nor.r

used as a justification for the present, thus ínitÍating a real develop-

mental approach to historical causation. For example, EstÍenne Pasquier!s

Recherches de la France, which appeared in 1560, went beyond the rule of the

French kÍngs, back Ëo Gaul, to show the contínuity of French institucior,""2l

lhis was definitely a different perspective than that of the ltalian his-

torians who Èhought tc change the present in view of'the past. The French

view could noÈ be cyclical: the past was no more than the predecessor of

-the-present.

lhe degree of hÍstoricism among the French varied from the strictly

fJgal view of FrançoÍs }IoÈman that laws vary in terms of geography and his-

tory to the more extreme view of Quillaume Budé, who believed that each

natural group ànd each age had its own characteristic style that could noÈ

2oKu1l"r, pp. 4-5.

2lHupp"rt, p. 38.
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be repeated in any other situation, Each period had its own 11fe-cycLe of

cfvf llz.ation ÈhaC ult,imately ended and could not be resurrecÈ.d'.22

lhe very nature of universal hístory uras changed through the develop-

ment of this view, and this was clearly represented by Jean BodÍn¡s {ethodus,

published in 1566. An historical work was no longer considered universal

because of its chronological compleÈeness as in the Middle Ages; the new

¡
unfversal hisËory r¡ras such because iÈ took into account all known societiest

past and present. Sodin included in the Methodus Chaldeans, Assyrians,

EgypÈians and Pheonicians, as well as a study of scholastic philosophy, the

science of numbers and Jewísh rnysticísrn.23 Each society was approached Ín

a spirit of cultural relatÍ',ri"*, that Ís, viewed as -a complete and detached

whole. lhere was to be no arbÍtrary standard by which'to Judge the customs

and acÈions of another nation; that would only reflect the historian0s owrr

sociall-y-deÈermined consciousness. This was the point of La Popelieniärets

ISea of Perfect HÍstorv writÈen in the 1570rs: hísËory must guard againsË

subjectivity, and include every aspect of life" Everythíng must be explaíned

in a convincing manner so that there can be no disagreement about the faccs.24'

lhe realm of divine history, however, was not ignored by the French

Renaissance hisËorians, and the problem of the relationship of physical and

sapred causation troubled even these modern-oriented men. 3odin, for ín-

stancer puÈ history into four categories: divÍne, mathematical, natural,

zzK"rL.y, pp. 63-64.

23Hupp"rtr pp. 1OO-IOl.

24fbid., pp. 135-142.
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and human. Only the lasÈr.he said, was confused and mutable and so r,re

must orfent ou.rselves by det,ermlning the relation of human history with Èhe

divfne, mathematíca1 and naÈural categories, each absolut".25

Early French historiography, therefore, v¡as characterized by iÈs at-

tempE to comprehend mc¡tion and flux. Events had their causes ln the past,

but that past was not to be repeated. Customs and laws r^rere merely pro-

ducts of historical development; Èhere was no natural or absolute standard

fn human history. Approached ín this way, the true facts could be knoum.

Hfstory thus consisted of.. separate, distinct, and ever-changing cultures
,I

for the men of the French RenaÍssance. Each cÍvÍlization vras to approached

on íÈs ovm and Èhe facts about each objectively sought, It truly vras an

historicist posifÍon.

- The character of English Renafssance hÍstory also was uníque" The

medieval chronÍcle Èradition had not disappeared in England by the fifteentl-¡

cenÈury, although it had gradually changed from the monastic type to a

locd1l'y or territorially cenÈered narrative.26 ,h" approach to histoLy

remaÍned much the same, however: descrÍption rather t,han causal analysis

predomÍnated. IL 1s Fussnerrs thesis that between 1580 and L640--already
r-,,, 

"..

late when compared to simÍ1ar ContinenÈa1 developments--a tthÍstoriographical

revolutiontr occurred Ín England. This consisted of the creation of modern

historical attftudes, thaL Ís, the adaptation.of a ner^r trscÍentific tempertt

25L"or,"rd F. Dean, ItBodir¡r s
(L942), L62.

Methodus in England Before L625tl

Historical26J"*u" I^I. Thompson, A Híst.orv of
Ttre Macmi llan Company, L942) , p ,

!Ir:LÈine, vo1.

, E, XXXIX

(New York:I

o

s91.
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fn the wrlting of hlstory.2T

lhe scholasÈÍcally-oriented chroniclè, even afÈer fÈs seculariza-

tion, vras more concerned with the identification of "eternal verities than

wiÈh the transitory flux of human evenÈsrr, as Levy "*gg".tr.28 The hÍs-

torical revolution was marked by a growing interest fn these transitory

human events. The rise of antiquarian researches and the consolldatí.on

of libraries, both products of the spread of humanist influence to England,

led to a new sense of history, one ¡rl"¿ on artÍfacts and documentsr'and

one associated with a sense of perspectíve and process. Scholars were

beginning to recognize diìferences in local ÍnstfÈutlons and cusËoms

e emníríca1- r"ah". than soeculat.ive. aoproach to thethrough this more empirical, rather than speculat.ive, approach

2gpast.

, es we have seen, the study of history ìn Renaissance Italy and

France was strongly influenced by the peculíar nature of the evolutÍon

of the tegal systems of each society. In ltaly the s'Èudy of law Ín a

humanist context allowed the ItalÍan Renaissance historians to develop a

cyclical view of historícal events. On the other hand, the open nature

of the legal tradition in F¡ance gave French historÍans the possibilíty to

see the past in a developmental and indeed hístorícÍst, perspective" On

the contrary, in England the Common Law tradit.lon consËituted a barrier to

California: The Hun-

27^-'Fussnerr pp. xxiÍ-xxiÍi.

2BF.J. Levy, Tudor Históricál thought (san MarÍno,
tington Library, L967), p. 9.

29Arthur B. Ferguson, rrCircumstances and Ehe Sense
England: The Coming of the HisÈorÍcal Revolutiont',
Studies, III (L967), L73"

of Hlstory
Medieva I

in Tudor
and Renaissance

o
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the emergence of new hisÈorÍcaI perspectÍves. Lfke the Medieval chronlcLer,

the Common Law, unchallenied by other legal'systems, soughÈ for Èhe unf-

versals in hisÈory, secular though they might have been, sÈressing contln-

uity and sirnÍlarity Èhrough the ages

Ferguson has posed the problem as such: rrThe cenÈral problem ín

hfstorical thought was the very old one of reconciling the fact of change

aÍd Èhe relatÍvity of human experience r¿ith the presumed existence of an

eternal and immutable order of nature.t'30 ltvo approaches to history r^¡ere

thus 'in conflict in Renaissance England: the old universal methodology

which stressed continuíty, and the new antiquarian researches which pointed

to change. It Ís this duality and its aËtendant problems'that condÍtion

the historical thought of the perÍod, parallelÍng Èhe more general problems

of ãd¡ustment to change facing England at the tíme.

- Early in the English Renaissance the conflict of methodology was solved

by sÈressÍng the continuity of history ín spite of change. These changes were

not denÍed, they simply were not made inÈo dominant elemenÈs. In hÍs hÍstory

of Richard III, for instancer sir Thomas More Èreated the transformations'

occurring wíthin a single reign. His method of unÍfyÍng included the use

of a dominant, Lhematic motif as well as psychology, that is, generalizations

about human naÈure. Polydore Vergil used simÍlar methods when he attempted -'
â1

to link several reigns into a coherent whole."

The uses of history in Renairr"r,"" England soon became clear. 'Tradi-

3oArthur B. Ferguson, 'rThe HisËorical Thought of Samuel Daniel: A Study
Ln Renaissance Arnbivalence", Ë1, XIC(II (L97L), LB7.

3l""',ry, o. 7g.
Ci
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tlon was to be JustífÍed, but primarlly history $¡as Eo be employed t,o show

how to.act ln lhe present. It was different from the Italian practice,

however, because iÈ did not admit to change: the pasË and the presenË

were one. Ihis was the basis of the common law as we have seen where pre-

cedent was the deciding factor in judgment. lhe practfce of finding in

hfstory precedents for current practices began aË leasÈ with the Act of
o

Resiraint of Appeals in 1534. The questÍon posed, whether or not Chris-

tlanity in England was originally Roman, rvas ansvrered by both sides, each

findíng historical justifications.32 Símilarly, antÍquarians wrot,e off
!.

the Norrnar, Cotqu""t as being of negligible Ímportance; the only change in
.33

the English legal system, they argued, was one of te¡minology."

The outcone of this approach was a concentration'on, and a glorÍ-

fiiatÍon of, England. The subject of study was widened to the whole isLand

fn place of the city or regional chronicle, I^Ifllíam Camdents sErong pa-

triotism, for example, was clearly reflected in his Brittania, publíshed

fn 1586, Through his antiquarian researcheis he went back to Roman Britaln

and'in this way attempted to show the continuity of English traditíoo.34

to be and the more Ímmortul.35 History thus became r?an encourager to successrr

31ÞÅÈ, p' 7s.

33rbÍd..-, pp. 112-138.

':toto*., o. r5z,

35Edrrn u. Benjamin, "Fame, Poetry and Èhe Order of History
Ëure of the English Renaissance'r, SRen, VI (1959), 70,

in t.he LÍÈera-
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to the Elizaberhan middl"-.1rrr.36 lhus the aspects of her history which

!.rere ever-present and uníversal within the lÍmited sphere of England, were

continually Èhe substance for much of the hÍstorÍcal writing of the period.

In spite of iÈs insistence on continuity, the new hisÈory was be-

coming more objective, more scientific. Polydore Vergil, an Italían who

arrived at the English court about 1501 as a papal envoy and remained for
t

fffty years, has usually been credited wÍth promotÍng the new hlstory 1n

t1
EngJ.and.'' He used both manuscripts and printed books as source materÍa

when utilizing oral histories he clearly distinguÍshes ít as such" Hay

called the Anglica HistorÍa a tthistory-book of a modern sortrr mainly due

1;

has

to

Vergilrs method.38 There is some evidLnce, howeverr- that nôt all English

hísÈorfans adopted Polydorels methods. He was accused by Lambarde of noÈ

resolving his hÍstory wíth ScrÍpture. Polydore had claimed thaL the Britons

were Índigenous, but, Lambarde, hímself an antiquarian, vtas quick to point

out that Scripture said Èhat all men had come from one race. He was also

aÈracked by Humphrey Lloyd and Sir John Price.39 ïhis crÍticism, however,

could well be due to the fact that Vergil wrote primarily as a CaÈhofic

36l,oui" B.
of Modern

3BD"ny, Hay, Pòlydore Veigil: Rengíssgnce
ford: CLarendon Press, L952), pp. 94-95.

Wright, "The ElizabeËhan Middle-Class TasÈe for History", ,|ouMl
Hístory. lIl (1931), L75.

#ì

37¿"ri" EinsÈein, The IÈalían Renaíssance in England (New York: Burt FranklÍn,
I9O2), p. 289. See also Lily B. Campbell, Shakespearers 3iÊto.i99"t Mirrors
of Elízabethan Policv (San Marino, Cal.: Ihe Huntington Library, 1947 ), p. 59.

Historían and Man of Letters (Ox-

39a 
. ¡,. Rowse , Th" Eng land of Elizabeth (London: Macmillan, n.d.), p" 39"
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European and noÈ as a ProtesÈant fnglish*an.40

Francis Bacon hras one of the first to assoclate hÍsEory with Èhe

scfences by denying the valldiÈy of 3.glig:i reasoning. Fussner, however,

accuses hirn of being ,rcareless on factsrr, although admittíng his methodo-

logy was *od"trr.41 ïhe strong element of prophecy, however, especlally

evfdent in Baconts New AtlanÈÍs, makes one wonder whether he has ncÈ pro-

Jecred an a priori;r""t"*"Eo the fuÈure insÈead of onÈo the past.42

John Selden, by usíng the crÍterion of intérnal coherence for judging hfs-

torical truth, overcame some of the limitations of the common law approach

La:to hístory.-' By viewing evidence apart from tradÍÈional parallels he vras

a more modern hísÈorian than *aiy of his colleagues.

MosÈ students of Englísh Renaibsance hisEoriography make the mistake

of 'trying to fit men who errote history ínto the camp of traditionalíst or

modern, which they presume are cleæ ly separated from each other. But far

r{orse, they fail Èo understand the distÍnctiveness of hisÈorical thoughf ín

thÍs period which was neÍther medi eval nor md ern, neither committed to eter'-

oon"r, p, r5l.

41_-'Fussnerr pp. 263-268,

42Frrr,"i" Bacon, Essays and Nerv Atlantis (Roslyn, New York: 't.IalEer J. Black,
L942). S.." especially p. 151 on the discôvery of Americar P. 235 on plane-
tary motíon, and pp. 266-67'on the reasons why Arnerica is unciviLízed" Pro-
phecy necessarily involves extending presenÈ-assumpÈions into the future. By

linking the current belíefs about Atlantis with Ameríca, for example, Bacon

saw its discovery as being foretold by Sencca; who said that one island would
vanish and another rise. On the relationship between prophecy and history, see

D" Kurze, I'Prophecy and Historyrt, IECI, üI (f 958)r 63-85.

43_
-- -"Fussnerr pp " 278-29L.
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nal order nor unendfng change, but sought rather to dfscover the unchanging

fn change ltself. Bodin, for example, who was wÍdely read ln Englandr44 Í"

an example of an historian who found the means of assimilaÈing change fmpli-

clt ín human historyby relating iË to divine, mathematical and natural his-

tory"

It must be clear now why English historfans had more trouble Èhan the

men on the ContinenÈ in adapting to the new scÍence., economics, politlcs,

and religíon of the Renaissance. Both the Italian and the French had ex-

perienced change, mosÈ notably in their legal systems. the English common

law tradítion, however, f,"a rfr"ys stressêd similarities throughout time;

when índeed Ëhere was a change so greaÈ it could not be Íncorporated int.o

their sysÈem instabí1ity and disorientation of perspecÈive became a necessary

result. lhe Englísh had used Èhe pasË to explain the presenÈ, not in causal

Èerms, but in terms of parallels" 1o study in depth one of the histories

Ëhat tried Èo solve the intellectual problems of the Èíme will help us to

understand the crisis of English Renaissance hÍstoríography and by extension

of English Renaissance thought.

44ou"r,, L66.
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9Iß3TER TwO: IMERPRETATIONS OF RALEGH

Sir hlalter Ralegh has been the subjecÈ of much study. lhe bulk of

the literature is mainly biographical, givÍng the reader the relevanÈ daÈa

on his life and exploiEs. From these we learn that Ralegh was born proba-
I

bly between June and November of 1554- near Plyuouth and that hís father

Ëry. In 1568 he entered Oríel College, 0x-!,ras one of the lesser Devon gen

ford, and although enrolled for three years he was in France fÍghting with
:,

the Huguenots by March, L569.' Despíte Ëhe shortness of his stay at Oxford

lts influence remained with hirn. Although the new geography of Ortelíus

and MercaÈor v¡as noÈ yet knor.rn there, active religious contentÍon thrived;

Edsiund Campion was Proctor and Robert Parsons was at Ba1liol.3 A history

of the world had been r¡ritten by Ccoper of Christ Church; Ralegh might have

recalled this years later in the Tor"t.4 He also meL young Richard Hakluyt

at Oxford. I{hen in I5ZS Ralegh attached hiruself to the Míddle Templeo he

I
^Agnes Latham, "A Birth-Date for Sir llalter Ralegh", bgeg Anglaises, IX
(1956), 24s"

2nrl"gh himself presents the besÊ evÍdence for this. In The History of the
llorld he speaks of being present at the battle at Jarnac on March 13, L569,
and at the Huguenot defeat at }loncont,our on October 3, 1569. See Bk. V, ch.
11, s. 6 and B.

3For 
" discussíon of Raleghrs later dísputes v¡ith these Cathollc polemicists,

see Ernest A. Strathmann, Sir I^Ial ter Ralegh: A Study in Elizabethan Skepti-
cÍsg (New York: Columbia University Press, I95f)r pp. 25-35.

4*or*"., Lloyd l,Ii1liams, Sir WaIter Ralgieh (Harmondsworth, Middlesex: Fen-
guln Books, 1965), p. 24.
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became acquainted wi.th hís f rfendts uncle, also _knornm as Richard Hakluytu

a lawyer who was passionaiely devoted to discovery and colonization. Thís

could have been an early impetus to Raleghrs own Atlantic ..h"*"r"5

Tn I576 Ralegh contributed verses to George Gascoignets poem, The

Steele Glaqs. GascoÍgne, of Cambridge and Grayrs Inn, aPpealed to Ralegh

because of his swashing manner and worldly air. They talked together about

metaphysics, hÍstory, politícs, and theology, subjeçts close to Raleghts

om interests at the time--oratory and philosophy. the influence on Ralegh

lras so great ÈhaÈ he later adopÈed GascoÍgners motto, ItTam marte quan Mercur-

.6fotr as his own.

By the end of 1577 Ralegh was already attached to Èhe Court. An

unsuccessful atÈempt ín 1578 to reach North AmerÍca in order to plant a

colony by Sir Humphrey Gilbert, Raleghrs half-brother, included Ralegh as

CaptaÍn of the Queents ship, the Falcon. It is not known how near the tr'Iest

7
Indies he got, but he did stop at Ëhe Canary Islands..' Although this ruas

only the beginning of Raleghrs colonÍzíng career, Ít was Ëhe farthesE he

hímself physically came to reachÍng North America. By this Èime he was

rapÍdly rising in favor with Elizabeth, and she would noË allow him to risk

hfs life in these kínds of adventures. A six-year patent to explore North

America was gÍven to him in 1583, but the ventures which followed consisted

of sendÍng out colonists to Virginia raÈher than any direct exploration on

t!Þig. , o. 25.

6lrlrín Anthony, Ralegh and

PP.22-26.
his tr^Iorld (New York: Charles Scribnerts Sons , L934) n

Empire (London:" The English UniversitÍesBrit ish7o.¡. Quinn, Raleigh and the
Press Lrd., L947), P.29.
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hls part. It was only a decade later, after his position at Court had

declfned, thaÈ he sailed to explore Guiana.

the years beÈween the unsuccessful Gilbert expedition and Raleghss

ffrst voyage to Guiana, however, were filled with both rewards and punish-

menÈs from the Queen. In 1580 he was sent to lreland t" C"pt"in of a com-

pany of soldiers; because of his good service there, he returned to England

tn 1582. He became a Member of ParlÍament from Devonshire in 1584, and in

the followÍng year r"¡as knighted. ttis proroinence in Elizabethts court be-

came'obvious that year when he was made Captain of the Queenrs Bodyguard,
:

and thus became responsible for her personal safety. In these years, too,

the fÍnanclal rewards for being one of Elizabethts favòrites were large:

by L592 he had been given numerous estates, offíces, and monopolies, among

these Lord I^Iarden of the SËanneries, Lord Líeutenant of Cornwall, and Více-

Admíra1 of the l^Iestern Counties

lhe rise of Essex in 1589, however, saw Ralegh sent back to Ireland.

ThÍs state of affaírs was. only temporary; he composed The Oceanrs Love to.

Cynthia, and this pleased Elizabeth. 
-ïhe 

good favor dÍd not last, however.

Tn L592 Ralegh was in t.he Tower for a períod because of his marriage to

ElÍzàbeth Throckmorton, one of the Queenrs ladies-Ín-waiting. Elizabeth

the Queen had no patience when her favorites chose oËher vromen on r¡rhom to

lavish theír attentions. Her feminine sensítivities -came ouÈ in times like

these, and Ralegh was never reinst.at.ed to fhe.high position he had once oc-

cupíed

It was soon after thÍs

covery. In December, 1594, he

that his thought once again turned to dís-

obtained a patent for the exploraÈion of
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Gufana. Although Quinn feels he went to search for El Dorado, Ëhe cíEy of

goldr8 hi, reasons .pp""i to be more complex. Not only was Ralegh trying

to prove himself to Ehe Queen; he also seems to have had a genulne ÍnÈerest

fn prying that territory away from Spain.

Elizabethts death Ín 1603 ended Raleghrs favor at CourÈ. James was

not the monarch he was accustomed to, and James did not at all like Ralegh.10

LaÈer Èhat year he became implicated in the charges of treasonable conspl-

racy wíth Spain brought against his friend Lord Cobham. Côbham, to decrease

the pressure on himselfr. lied about Raleghrs involvement and as a result,

both men were condemned to d"ath.11 James, however, stopped the executíons

at the last moment, and Ralegh began his thirteen-year imprisonment in Èhe

Tower. IÈ was in Ëhis period that he wrote the Hisjlory of the World and

coriducted his chemical experÍments. His hopes of obtaining gold from Guiana

had not been extinguished, in spite of his long imprísonment, and at the end of

1616, he was released and began his preparations

Ralegh fully realized the possible ðomplicatíons of his expedition"

He was ordered not to a.ttack any Spanish settlements for James was highly.

concerned.about his relatÍons with Spain. Ralegh was only to bring back gold.

Hís good forÈune dÍd not last, He t,ook síck on the ocean voyage and was not

tÞiq., o. 185.

9WiLli"rd M. Ífal1ace, Sir WaEer RaleÍgh (Princeton: Princeton UnÍversity
Press, 1959)r pP. L2L-L22.

10Fo. a further dÍscussion of Raleghrs relationshÍp with James, see Chapter
Five be low.

1lt{"llu.u, p. lg4.



able to leave the ship once it reached GuÍana. His son and his lieutenanË,

Lawrence Keymis, were puÈ in charge. Unfortunately, they soon clashed with

the Spaniards and while trying to occupy San Thomé, Raleghrs son was killed.

To add to this, Raleghfs men could not locate his gold mine. He salled

back to England, a dead man, having disobeyed orders, failed to find his

treasure, and lost his son. Spaín was quick to demand Raleghts head and
t

on October 29r 1618, he v¡as execuÈed on the old charge of 1603.
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It Ís of thís life that numerous interpretations have been made.

evaluatÍons cover at least six distínct caÊegories. Sorne hístorians see

Legh and his Historv "" Or"-*odern. OÈhers define him, respectively, as

typical Elizabethan, an-embryo Commonwealthman, a consciousiy modern re-

îhese

Ra-

a

llgious thinker and a Machiavellian. A rather small body of literature has

placed him in the mainstream of the occult-scientific Renaissance conLinuum.

the fact that scholars have dra'nm on Thq.History of the l{orld to support

their theories of Raleghrs personalíty enables us to get a fírst idea of its

rather murky quality. The categories of the criÈics are themselves murky,

and are examined below in light of my irt ention to explore the complexiËy

of a thÍnker whose mind is filled with empirical fact and providential and

vftallst categories thaÈ are reconciled by syrobolic, associative and logical

thought. It is to examining each of these interpretations separately that

we now turn.

RALEGH AS PRE-MODERN
O

HisÊorians who assert that Ralegh was not into the mainsËream of the

A"
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seventeenËh centuryls modern approach to hfstory will usually place him

fn the vague role of a transÍtional figure. ThÍs category differs very

llttle from ones which place him in the medíeval or modern approach, sínce

they define trÈransitional'f only as a combination of the other two, not as

a dÍstincÈly separate category. An exception Èo thís is tt" int"=pretatíon

of James l^I" Thompson, who feels that Ralegh was returning to a more medíeval

Èype of chronícle. the lack of perspective in Raleghts thought, he believes,

tùas conmon to all Elizabethans. In his opinion, although Ralegh I'did noË

approach his sources in a critical spirit, and vÍewed Ëhe past ln the lfght

of a moral lesson, he made a step forward in realizÍng che need of geographi-

.sËory."12. It is interesting that ïhompsoncal study ín connecÈion with hisËory.rr--. It ir

wfll not admit to an Elizabethan sense of perspective in light of his belÍef

ÈhaÈ they had a sense of geography, Certainly the two had a close connec-

tion at this time

Levy goes along riith the idea of a nedievat qultity to ltaleghrs HÍs-

tory" He feels the arrangement of its books is in Èhe tradition of the

Middle Ages: beginning wíth the S".r"., Ages, it shifts over to the ÏhÍrd

and Fourth of the Four }fonarchies. It is, he says, essentially a medieval

world chronicle. He will admít, trowever, that although history for Ralegh

was the record of the workings of Providerice, he was quite arlare of the

'concept of anachronism and worried about the trustworlhÍness of hfs ,ort""r.13
12J"*". W. Thompson, A Hístgrv of His,torica-l. I,lriiing (New York: The Mac-
millan Company, T942), vol. Ir pp " 602-611"'

13F."d J. Levy, Tudor Historical
Library, L967) r pp" 289-292.

Thought (San Marino, Cal.: The Huntington
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It is again the problem of sacred history and secular meÈhodology, but

Levy does not seem to see any contradiction'fn this.

Fussner comes closest to explaíning this seeming paradox" Raleghss

Þ!orv, he says, was ittransltional in the sense that it reasserted medí- 
:.

eval ldeas of universal history in terms which were meaningful Èo seven-

teenth cenËury Christians.,,l4 He then places Ralegh in a traditlonal re-

lfgious framework: Ralegh, according to Fussner, belÍeved that one cannoË

be sure of anything except tt"t Lno*n by faith. this leads Fussner to be- ¡

llevei Ëhat Ralegh saw human nature as basiially unchangÍng, a view that can
l

be suffÍcienÈly supported in the Historvls Fussner does not carry this ob- 
.ì

servatfon quiÈe far enough, however, and concludes by eritÍcizíng Ralegh:

To some extent Raleghts uncompromisÍng moral faiÈh
prevenÈed him frorn understanding or even becoming
curious abouE standards which were recognizably
different from his own. Pagan customs and insti-
tutíons r¡rere all too easily dismissed with con-
tempt . 1 6

It is my, contention that it was jusÈ this faith and belfef in the

unchanging quality of human nature that enabled'Ralegh to accèpt pagan cus-

toms and institutiaqrs as being early instances of and parallels of Godls

revelation. It is surprísíng that Fussner could miss the rích comparative

nyÈhology of the Historv. If Ralegh were as rigid as Fussner contends, he

vrould not try Ëo prove that Cain and Jupiter or Adam and Saturn were the

L4F=^nk Smith Fussner, The Hístorical Revglution: English Historical
. I'Iríting and Thought, 1580-1640 (London: Routledge and Paul, L962), p" 193. 

,

tt&Iu. , p. 2or.

tur&, p. 209.
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L7
same person.

. .Ihe Ímpressfon thaÈ one Ís left wfth regarding this group of crftlcs

ls ÈhaÈ they are so interested in finding modern methodology or the lack

of it fn Renaissance historiography, they fail Ëo see an fmaginative, and

quite undogmatÍc approach to history. There are enormous blocks which form

the basÍs for a science of mythology in Ralegh, for insÈance, but since he

o!s äot careful of his sources, he is too easily dismissed as being medieval,

or aE Èhe most, not yet modern.

RALEGH AS TYPICAL ELIZABETHAN

The scholars in thís category are áble to disregard the question of

whether Ralegh was medieval or modern, dogmatic or scientifíc, a belÍever

or an atheist" they can do thís by simply termíng him anrrElizabethanrt,

a handy conglomerative labe1. For C.F. Tucker Brooke, both Elizabethan

EngLand and Ralegh were imbued with a sensd of romanticism; their task rrwas

to expand the world ín which men live--the world of the senses and the world
loof the spiriË.rrre this, of course, is quite true, but actually tells us very

little about Ralegh.

, Edwards expands on this theme. . He calls Ralegh I'the ideal Renaissance

case-history,,, and a perfect example of the trcompleat gentlemanrr. Ralegh was

the man who tríed to unite in hÍs own IÍfe the pracÈical, activer artistic,
1.O

and fntellectual ways of life.^' He then places Ralegh squarely ínto the
ttn", Blc. r, ch. 6, s.4r'p. 86.

l8a.t. Tucker Brooke, I'Sir Walter Ralcgh as PoeË and Philosopher", !![r v
( 1938), ro9

l9rt t lip Edwards, Sir l^Ia ltgr Raleg¡ (London: Longrnans, Cr""r, and Co. , 1953) ,
p. 47
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nevr historical revoluÈfon by suggesÈfng thaÈ he ruight have been an offÍcfal

member.of the Society of AntfquarÍes. At the least, Edwards contends, he

did wrlte to Sir Robert Cotton, prominent fn the Socfety, from the Tower

asklng to borrow a lÍsÈ of books and manuscripts relating to British anÈ1-

qufty.20 lhe inability here too of a scholar to see the contradictions

fnherent fn this universal or conglomeraÈlve view of Ralegh limits his

worï(. Renaissance men themselves saw the. problem, but modern researchers

too often do not.

One historian whordoes understand the dilern¡na is Herschel Baker.
ti

He, however, finds Ëhis to be characteristic of the Renaissance and does

not seek out the contemporary solutÍori of it. Raleg-h, he says, ttjuxta-

posed contradictcry attitudes toward truthtt which trt.ogether r,rÍth his bent

for. reading history as the demonstration of divine control, establÍsh hfs

credentials as a RenaÍssance hÍstorian."2l

Itre strong poínt in thls approach is that 1Ë attempts to examine

Ralegh in the contexÈ of the Elizabethan envÍroruoenË. I'RomanticÍsmtrnight

not be Èhe most fltting descríption, but Edwardsr adoption of the "compleat

gentleman" idea to the HÍstorv is understandable. The HÍsEy of the LTorld,

he says, ís a study of man, not only of events, but of all branches of learn-

,nF." Although this interpretation neither is profound nor gives us a so1-

utfon to the thorny problems lnvolved in the History, it does rernind us Èhat

the Elizabethan.world r¡ras an.openr. expanding one.

'olÞ-ig. r pp. 4g-5o.

2lH"rr"hu1 Baker, ïhe Race of Time: îhree Lectureg on Renaissance HisÈorio-
Universitt ot. 

lo.onto 
Press, L967), p. 47.graphv (ToronÈo:

22Ed*".d", p. l5o.
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cn RALEGH AS EARLY CO}ßíOM^¡EALTHMAN

Attempts to place Ralegh in a more modern context have at tlmes

centered around the political aspects of the HisÈory. Campbell, for

fnstance, has sÈressed the practical functíon of history ."'t "political

mfrrorfr and has concluded that Raleghts work falls into Èhis .^t.¿ory.23

She refers, however, only to the Preface of the Hlstorv in her notes, and

this is índeed more contemporaneously politÍcal than the body of the work,

altho\rgh it Ís not truly._representaËive of ít. The assumption that he was

attempting Ëhrough history to change the politícal síÈuation remains un-

Proven. :

In many cases Ralegh is seen as a forerunner of the Eng[ish Revolu-

tfo'n and as one who suffered heavily under Stuart injustice. Charles H.

FÍrth alludes to this view; his ínterpretation of Ralegh Ís maÍnly poli-

tfcal. He contends thaE Raleghls conception of history was quite sÍmilar
')L

to that of the Puritans because of its basÍs in DÍvine Providence.-' Firth

also .maÍntains thaÈ Ralegh was convinied of the counterf,eit quality of the

pagan prophecíes and irnplies that Èhis places him as a modern hístorÍan.25

In this view, then, Ralegh has an intellectual affirrity with Ehe Puritans,

and also a political one. U:t instance, Gromwell recommended to his son

Ríchard that he read the Historv. This, coi.rpled with Èhe fact that I'as a

23rity Bess Campbell, Shakespeare ts tHistories I :' l,firrors of Elizabethar'Ì
Pglicy (San Marino, Ca1. : the.Huntington. Library , !947 ), pp . 79-84"

24ch"r1"" H. FirÈh, ltrr. I^ralter Raleght s History of the hlor 1d", þ."tdilge
of the British Academy, VIII (1917-18), 44L.

3t¡¡rg. , 436.



victÍm t,o the Stuarts he became a hero to the .opposfÈío r"126 allows FirÈh

,to. place Ralegh in the ranks of embryo revoluÈionaries

FfrEhts asserÈ1ons, however, are easily refuÈed. First of all, Èhe

dffferences between Ralegh and the Puritans outweigh thelr similar belie f.

fn DlvÍne Providence. Ralegh $ras a strong believer in man', por". to

change both hÍs physical circumstances and his rank in the spirlÈua1 hier-

archy; fn these matteïs the hand of God was not uppermosÈ.27 His second

point, that Ralegh realízed the counËerfeit quality of the prophecies, Ís

many-Èímes refuÈed in the Histor.y itself. His belief in the príscg theo-

n logla, or pagan forerunr,"t, of the Christian revelationr28 and especially

in the prophecies of Herrnes Trismegistus2g is adequate proof that Raleghrs

brand of ChrisËianity was quiÈe different from that of the Puritans. lhe

faic that he was seen as a Stuart martyr by the Commonwealthmen does not

necessarÍly mean that his sympathies were t,here. A poÍnt, horvever, in

favor of this case that has not yet been recognized fs Raleghrs concept of

goverrunent. Ihe símilarities between his views and those of Harrington

later on certainly merit study.30 ..

Ttre tÍtle of Trevor-Roperrs essay on Ralegh misleads us: he calls

26taia., 44L.

2k"", for example, E, Bk..II, ch. 4, s.6r. p. 275 on manrs reason.

'U!", Preface (no pagination); Bk. I, ch.l, s.2r. pp ."2-3.
.'tnIg, un. r, ch. 6, s.7, p. 96; Bk. rr, ch'. 6; s.7, p. 324.

30Su" E, Bk. I, ch. g, s.1 and 2¡ pp. 179-181.
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him ttthe last Elizabethantr, The positÍon he takes, however, ls that

Ralegh was rather a forerunner to Ëhe GreaÈ Rebellion:

Raleigh, by his indivídualism, his isolaEion, his
survival, became Èhe hope of all whonn the Cecil
system excluded; and Cecil and his allies the Hç-
wards r\¡ere con'vinced that., to complete Ëheir mono-
polyr Raleigh must be destroyed.Jr

ftis emphasis on Ralegh as an early rebel is weak. Indeed, he had

bnemíes and did fall victim to SËuarÈ (and Spanish) connivance. But Trevor-

Roper gives him a conscious role and he nearly becomes a political leader

fn this essay.

ïhÍs inlerpretation of nafegÌr is more fulLy developed by Christopher

Hil1. Hís essay attempts to place Ralegh in the mainstream of the seven-

Èeenth century by references to his connections with religious toleration,

modern scíence, and an aggressive foreign poli"y.32 In his opinion, RaIegh

vras a modern rrdespite occasional professions of belief in the decay of the

world"tr ttÏhe whole ernphasis of the HistorJrtt he continues, ttis on law

agalnst chanc"."33 ïhis affected his Ìrístory, in Hilirs opinion, by enabling

him to concentrate on secondary .uu""r34 and to see in historical change a

method of realigning politicallri"*".35 Ralegh, then, is seen as primarily
3lH.*. Trevor-Roper, $þtorisgl Essavs (London: Macmí1lan & Co. Ltd., Ig57),
p, 105.

32rhri"aopher Hi11, ïntellectual
Clarendon Press, 1965), p. L32..

t'Jo*.,

'ofE.,

"rÞi.. ,

Revolution (Oxford;Origins ,r*r¿rnof the

p. L47.

181.

198.

P.

p.
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a polítical thinker who began Èo see that through the use of Tational his-

torical research, political ideas could be changed.

lhe outstandÍng quality of Hillrs artícle, however, lies not Ín hfs

conclusions, but rather in his expositÍon of Raleghrs modern quallties. But

Just as other interpretatiòns stress too much the orthodoxy of hls thought,

thls vlew Èreats the tradÍtíonal elemenÈs too 1Íghtly. Hís.belief in the

decay of the world was nor simply t'occasionalt'; Ít formed the basis of his

ÈreaÈment of secondary causes and as such permeates the .Hjstory. By con-

centratÍng on only one of_ the Èwo straÍns in Ralegh, the complete picture

Ís lost '

D.. RALEGH AS CONSCIENTIOUS RELIG]OUS THINKER

the great rnajority of crÍtica1 studies of Ralegh center around hís

religíous views. Accused of atheísm arÍsing from opinions expressed at a

dinnlr party at the home of Sir George Trenchatdl'U and because of Èhe

notoriety of some of hís acquaintances, this aspect of Ralegh has been ex-

tensively examined. The idea that he r.ras an atheist has been thoroughly

dfscredited. Beau has pointed out that the Elizabethan ttatheÍsttr was not

necessari'ly a total disbeliever in God; Ralegh, ín his opinion, possessed

tta crÍtÍcaI logic which confounded the dogmatic asseitions of the Chutch""37

36on thi" o.."rior,, Raleghrs brother
soulr ttSoul, what is thaÈ?rtand this
I,la lte r

Carew.'äsked, during a discussion of the
question was further developed by Sir

37¡. Beau, 'rla Religion de Sir Walter Ralegh", jgtu" Anglo-Américaine,
(1934), 4L0-4r3.

XI
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lhus we see Ralegh as a dissenter from the scholastfc methodology.

.His ear.ly disbelfef , accordÍng to Rowse, was modif ied during his

stay fn Ehe Tower: t$Iith his later troubles and increasing age, he trfed

hard to brfng whaL he thought to be true more in line with orthodox beLfef,
1q

and this is what is represented Ín the HisEory of the World."'- 'Wallace,

too, notes a changè in his beliefs. Ralegh, he says, became religious only
o

on the eve of his first intended execuÈÍon and then vrroLe itThe Passionate

,r39Manls Pílgrimage"

Ttrese two opínions, which express a dÍscontinuity in Raleghrs thought,
i

sfmplÍfy an understanding of the History" I,Ie are left with a changed man,

and therefore any discrepancies between his past life and his life in the

Tower can be erared. thís view, however, does not acco.unt for the deparÈures

from orthodoxy Èhat subtly permeate The HistgrJ of the World. It indeed has

much to do with Raleghts past, and thus a simple explanatÍon for thís para-

dox wÍll not suffice.

Strathmann has by far been the main'exponent of the belief that

Ralegh.was a conscientÍous relígious thinker. He terms him a ttskepticrt,

but_fs qui,ck Èo defíne the skepticism as Ita Èendency to question authority 
:.

and to submit prescribed beliefs to the tesÈ of experience oï experiment."40 .,

,.'

Ra,leghls skepticism, he continues, vras not Ín the realm of first causes, ir

however, but in philosophical r"Et"tr.4l ïhis is Strathmannrs method for r

'U+.r" Rowser Rqlegh and Èhe ThrocþoJtons (London: Macmillan & Co. Ltd.,
I962J, p. 178.

39"u11u"u, p. 22r.

40st."th*ann, Sir Waltel Ralegh, p. 7.

. 4ltbid. ¡ pp. 2Lg-220,
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reconcíling Raleghls Platonism and defense of natural rnagic with an orÈho-

dox Christlan reIÍgÍous ,oi"*point. He mafntains thaÈ Ralegh is traditional

fn that he believes that man can know of the exÍstence of God through reâsoo¡

but cannot comprehend Ïlis Essence through ru"ror.42 .In the study of nature,

a second cause, man can use hÍs rational facultÍes to "*pl"Í.,.43 It is as

a part of naÈure that astrology and natural magic are thus justified.
' Therefore, Strathmannfs conceptÍon of Ralegh pívots around a dualÍsm

between fÍrst and second causes. Ralegh, in this view, used both belief

and reason as guides to human knowledge, but each had its own sphere of

lnfluence, In thÍs way, Èoo, hÍs pessimíèm can be accounËed for because of

his phllosophical skepticis* riatloua detracting from his belief Ín God.

This dualism, however, Ís not present in Raleghrs own mínd, I believe;

the world of fÍrst and second causes, the city of God and Èhe cÍty of marr,

do overlap and merge. HereÍn lies the ímportance of the study of Herrnetism

Ëo Ralegh, The case for Renaissance skepticísm is a valid one, but SËrath-

mannrs explanations ignore the real revolutionary aspect of the period" As

Popkin has well shown, skepÈicísm at that tíme was tocal: Ít involved meda-

physics and Èheology as well as natural knorludg",44 }fen in the Renaissance

were trying to overcome Èhe contradictÍons with which Cheir period presented

them whether thaÈ meant the wídespread use of p"r"do*45 or, as in Raleghts
¿t2'-Ibid. r pp. 101-102

43Err,""t A. Strathmannr'trSir l^Ialter Ralegh on Natural Philosophytr, Mollern
Language Quarterlv, I (1940) , 49.

44ni.h"rd H. PopkÍn, -Thu HÍstory of Skgpticism from Erasmus Èo Descartes
(Assen: Van Gorcum & Comp., 1960), p. 1ll.

45rot an interesting sÈudy of the methods of paradox, see Rosalie L. Colie,
Paradoxía Epidemica: IheRenaissence Tradition of Paradox (PrinceÈon: PrinceÈon
UniversíÈy Press, L966).
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case, a genuine attempÈ to reconcile logically, The juxtaposition of two

worlds of causation simply did not. satisfy them.

A studl which differs only slightly from StraÈhmannrs is that of

Lfllian Kabatt.46 She too posiÈs the dualism between theology and science,

but in even stronger tenns" Ralegh ís made into the man of scÍence in 
'

natural matÈers while remainÍng unquestioning with regard to Script ur".47

'But she too mísunderstands Raleghts usage of mythology, one of the keys to

-'- rl-a L^ lt'^ .r, 48his philosophy. She asserts that he I'felt a good deal of scorn for myth"r'- 
i

4C 50
and says Èhat he took rnyths literally.'- As pointed ouÈ abover-- these Èwo 

i

n statemenËs are blatantly untru" in the context of The History of the World' :

It would have been ímpossible for KabaÈt to posit the dualíty she has if

she had been aware of Raleghrs constant use of and reference to the sym-

bolic quality of myths.

E. RALEGH AS MACHIAVELLIAN

Píerre Lefrancrs recent study of Ralegh is encyclopedic Ín scope" It

461111r"r, Trena Gonan Kabatt, "fr" History of the world : Reason in the
HÍstoriography of Sir Walter Raleight' (Unpublished PhD. dissertation: Uni-
versity of Southern Californía, I968). She agrees almost totally with Strath-
mann, although arguing wiÈh hÍm about the.kind of classical skepticism Ralegh
possessed,. Besides presenting little original material, her bibliography is
lacking ín important sourceb

otroio., o. 74:

otÄÞtg. , o. L42.

o'ÄÞlg-, o" L4s.

50S"" crítÍque of Firth above, p. 34.
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attempts to show all of hfs associatlons and beliefs, and as such, gíves

us a good idea of tne complexity of the rnan'. ltrfs, however, gives the

book an air of factual analysis, at times even without the relevant facÈs,

For example, he says that Thomas Hariot vras perhaps lnvolved in the pro-

ductlon of the chronologÍcal table which appears at the end of the Hist<ÌËv.

Any proof of this, however, is replaced by mere "or,¡."tut".51
' Lefranc finds Ralegh deeply influenced by MachiaveIli, and therefore

plctures him as an eminently pracEÍca1 man, not terribly ÍnteresÈed eÍther

fn l.íterature or speculation.52 He asserts that the History is permeated
:

with self-inÈerest and as such is filled with orthodox bellefs that lack

any real conviction on Raleghts part.53 Lefranc can therefore see a line

of contínuíty between ambitions as a younger man and those of his later

life.

If indeed the Hístory was used by Ralegh to further his ambítions,

one would expecÈ him to be sensítive to critícisms of' the first edition of

the work" Although Ít was immediat,ely popular with the public, it roused

James¡ anger; Ralegh had, in his opinion, been tiÈoo sawcie in censuríng prin-

""".,,54 Sínce the book was revised Ín 1617 in its second edition, one would

expect that if Ralegh had MachÍavellian tendencies, he would have modÍfied

the controversial passages" I have compared the 1614 and 16i7 editions at

Yale and have found no signíficant changes in a sampling of passages Ehat

5lPiurr. Lefranc, SÍr l/aIter Ra

Presses de LlUniversité Laval,

t'r-Þ.i-{., p. 568.

t'lþ.ig., p. 578.

toJÞlg. , o. 274,

legh ,' Éclivain, 1 | OeuvIe
1968) , p. 267 .

et. les ldeés (Quebec:



could be classified as eÍther theologlcally or politically conEroverslal.

thus I.fínd it. difficult to believe ÈhaÈ The HistorJ of the hlorld was

rrritten Ëo please James at the cost of Raleghls princíp1es. ThÍs does not

blemish, however, the great quality of Lefrancrs work; ÍÈ is his conclu-

sion that ls not adequately expanded and proven.

Hiram Haydn also points to this quality in Ralegh. The EÍstory is
'not, in his opinion, a very original work; it simply advocated the conser-

vatfve and orthodox values of the ti*".55 Hís poetry, in Haydnrs opinion,

1s MachÍavellian; it shows a Ralegh "who is content to l1mÍt himself al-

most exclusively to what is pracÈiced, and, without any evident qualms, to

advocate a political eLhic of pure expediency",,56 ïhe desciiption is not

consistent, however; at other t.ímes he calls Ralegh t'a naturalistic human-

isi"r57 and a man both passionate and religious.58 The interpreËaÈion ís

neither developed nor proven, and one rond"t" exactly where Ralegh fÍts ínto

the ItCounter-RenaÍssancett 
o

F. RALEGH AS OCCULTIST-SCIENTIST

Raleghrs association

scåo1ars to examine hÍm in

fdentífied wÍth that group.

-41-

with Èhe so-called f'School of Night" has caused

connecÈÍon with the occult-scientific traditÍon

The school was first fnvestigated by Muriel

55.-.
fl r rafD

p. 5.
Haydn, the Counter-Renaissance (New York: Grove Press, Inc., 1960),

tutÞ.lg., o. 6.

ttrÞlg. , o. 6t .

p.ttfE., 24.
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Bradbrook 1n 1936; she claimed that ft studíed theology, Philosophy,

astronomy, geography and chemistry. Ralegh was the Patron.and Thomas

Harlot the masÈer of the group, which also lncluded Northumberland, Derby,

Marlowe, and Chapman.5g Shu has also developed the idea of Raleghrs eso-

tericism in the 
+g- 

as a result of his connection with Èhe ..hoo1.60

Ihe Ídea that such a school exisÈed has been challenged by Strath-

'mann. Ttre reference Bradbrook used to prove its existence came from

Shakespeare; Strathmann maintains that in only one place was the school

referred to, and that this is an easily-mistaken pu"rtg".61 In a rnore

recenÈ study, however, the idea has been'revived. Although the "School of

Nfghttt was not a close societyr'in the ôpinion of I^IalEer OakeshoEt, there

was a group associated with Ralegh from 1591 to 1600 that gave rise to
62

suspicions of beÍng occulËist."'

tho other studies have been done expanding on Raleghrs connections

wlth chemical experiemntation.63 these, however, do -no more than poinl oul-

Literary Re lationships
Press, L936), p. B.

5910.c. Bradbrook, The SchooL of Night: A Stgdy ín the
of Si-r l,lalter nateÀt¡ (cambridge: Cambridge University

uoto*,, p.. 53.

6lErr,"rt A. sËrathmann,
Modern Language Notes,

62wuLter Oakeshott, The Queen and the
po LL7.

t'The Textual Evidence for tîhe School of Nightttt,
LVI(1941), 181.

Poet (London: Faber and Faber, 1960),

63John WilIiam Shirley, 'rTfre Scientif ic ExpLriments of Sir I^Ialter Ralegh, the
Wízard Earl, and the Three MagÍ in the Tower, 1603-L6L7tt, Ambix, IV (1949)'
52-66; and G.R. Batho, 'tThe Hízard Earl Ín the Tower, 1605-I62Lttt HisÈorv
!q{gy, VI (1956), 344-35L. For a furt,her development of these relationships
see ChapÈer Four.
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that he was inÈerested in scfentific experimentatlon and especially,

alchemical distÍllations through his relationships wfth Northumberland

and Hariot. A more ambitious study of this area of Raleghrs thought has

been done by P.M. Rattansl. He has shown how the sections on natural magic

fn the HisÈorv developed out of Raleghfs ov¡n lnterest in scientÍfic exper-

imentation and thus hints at a possible science-Hermetísm link.64

A closer look at this aspect of Raleghts lÍfe and The Hijtorv of the

World Ís needed. The fírst step, however, is a closer look at the hisËory_--:-
of the Hermetic tradition.and its main philosophical elements.

64r.". RatÈansi, "Alchemy and Natural Magic in Ralelghrs rHlstory of the
Slorldr", !gþ!¡, XIII (1966) , L22-L38.
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CHAPTER THREE: RENAISSANCE HERMETISM

ïhe proper startíng point ln a discusslon of Hermetism is wíth

Hermes Trismegistus, the god for whom the phÍlosophy is named. In the

Renafssance it was belíeved that he was an Egyptían god who was thrÍce-
1gieat (Trismegistus), that is, philosopherr. priest and king.' At thls

time interest ín Egypt and her antiquitíes vras hÍgh as a result of the

trade flourishing betweeà.. the LevanË and Europe. Although actual Egyptian

records vrere noÈ deciphered until Ëhe nineteenth century, the vast Greek

and Roman literature then surfacing often mentíoned Eglptian mat.ters.2

this indirect method of discovery is probably the basis of the conË,roversy

that arose late in the Renaissance over the antiquÍty of Hermes Trísmegistus.

Even withouË the ability to read the Egyptian documents, suspicions even-

tually arose that he $ras acLually a product of the eaily Neoplatonic períod.

BuË for MarsÍlio Ficino and his Platonic Academy, however, Hermes

was one of the early revelations of the ChrisËÍan tradiÈÍon, a member of

the prisca theologia, believing, above all, in the ímmortalÍty of the soul.

In his introduction to the Corpus HeIBeticgm, Ficíno elaborates this point:

lFr"n"", A. Yates, Giordano Bruno an-d thg Hegmetic Tradilion (New York: Vín-
Èage Books, 1969), p. L4.

2ra.rL. Dannenfeldt, "Egypt and Egyptian AntÍquities in the Renaissance",
SRen, VI (L959), 7,

t
J--MarslI].O ¡].Clno,
Societé drEdition
also Giovanni Pico
L942), p" 170.

¿( Les Belles Lettres >,L964)
della I'lirandola, Ìlcptaplus "¡r t, pp.:e-:9. See

: Vallecchi Editore,

théologis Platônicienne de lflmmortalité des Ames (Paris:
, Bk. I,

(F irenze
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Mercurlus Trismegistus was Èhe flrst phllosopher to
raise himself. above physics and maEhemaÈics Èo Èhe
contemplation of the divine...Therefore he wâs corl-
sfdered the original founder of theology. Orpheus
followed him and held second place in ancienË theo-
logy. Aglaophemus was initiated into the Orphic
mysteries. Aglaophemust successor in Lheology was
Pythagoras, and his pupil was Philolaus, the master
of our divine Plato. So six theologians, in wonder- :

ful order, formed a unique and coherent succession in
ancient theology, begir,rning with Mercurius and ending
ith the divine Plato.a

ItíseasytoseeherewhytheRenaissanceP1atonístssoeasily

adopted Èhe idea of the Þfísca theología. With the revival of antlquity, and the
.:

emphasis thaÈ was placed on tf," desírabiLity of this return, certaln inconsís- r:

tencies had to be reconciled. 
'rh. 

*"., of the Renaissa¡ce were Christians,

and could not deny Èhis. How, then, could they reconcile the oLd belÍef in

pagan gods with their religÍon excepÈ by making them forerunners of the

ChristÍan revelaÈion? Petrarch used the same method when discussing his

model Cicero. Cicero, he said, possessed all- of the .basic ChrisÈían belÍefs;

{f he had been lÍving in the time of Christ, he certainly would have become

5
a Christian.J In Èhis same v¡ay, Ficino and Ëhose like hirn l.¡ere able to see

acontinuítyinbe1iefthroughouthístory.TheirinsístenceonthiSun-
t:

changing aspect of man led them on to a belief in universals as the basÍs
,i,

of history, as the link connecting the past to the present and. the future. ,,i

The source of the belief in Herrnes TrísmegÍstus came from the Corpus

Hermgticum, a collection of writings attributed to Hermes. Around the year

qQuoted in Paul O. Kristeller, The PhilosophJ of Ma:silio Ficino (New York:
Columbia Universíty Press, 1943), pp. 25-26.

c
'Fr"rr..r"o Petrarca, rt0n His Own Ignorancetrin Ernst Cassirer, 9!. a1.(eds.),
The Renaissance Philosophy of Man (Chicago: UnÍversity.of Chicago Press,
1948), p. l15.
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L460 a monk, an agenE of Cosimo der Medici, brought to Florence from

Macedonia a manuscript fn Greek of ehe Co¡püS Hermeticum. Marsllio

FicÍno, one of Cosimols translaEors, was busy at work translating Platoo

but was ordered to do the Hermetic books first. Both men suspected

Hermes TrismegisËus was older Èhan P1ato, and Èhus deserved priority ín

translation.ó ,"rr"tism was Èhus closely linked to Platonism during the

Rinaíssance and, as we shall see, provÍded the latter wÍth its historÍcal

Justification and association with magic. The name Corpus Hermeticum is

actually of medieval origin; iË is simply a title given by commentators

to a collection of about seventeen distinct documenÈs. It rnade Íts first

ãppearance gs g collecÈion ín manuscripts of the fourteenth century¡ a1-

though the separate documents date back much farther. Scott suggests that

ehe ¡nanuscript was brought together as early as 1050; it ís probable, he

says, thaÈ it was knornm as a whole to Pse11u".7 The work of Índividual

authors, the Corpus Hermeticum existed at least in part by 300 A.D.;

both St. Augustír,"8 "rd Lactantiusg mentior, an" works of Hermes Tris-

megistus and consider hÍm to have been a real person endowed with know-

ledge of God. The men of the Renaissance, however, believed him to be

6""a"rr pp. L2-L3

7t^I"1aur Scott (ed. and trans. ), Hermeilica (Oxford:
Introduction, p. 28.

BSa. ougustine, City of God (Garden City, New York:
Bk. YIII, ch. 23, p, 167,

Clarendon Press , L924),

Image Books, 1958),

o'Lactant ius, _Ep_i tome
ch.4, pp.63-64"

of the Dívine Institutes (London: S.P.C.K. , 1950),
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of far greater antiquíty than the early Chrlstian period. He v¡as an

Egyptian, a belíever not only in the One Trúe God, but ln Èhe occuLt

explanatÍons and manifestations of that God so inÈimately connected with

the mysterious, hieroglyphical Middle EasÈ

Ffcinors PlaÈonÍc Academy, under the sponsorshíp of Cosimo de0

Medlci, r¡¡as the source of Renaissance interest in Hermes Trismegistus

afld his occult philosophy. It studied the newly-discovered ancient

texts of Plato and the Neoplatonists, as vlell as the other links in

the chaÍn of divine revelation, the prisca theologia. Its main aÍm,

however, uras not a detached analysis of these manuscripts, but rather a

grand reconciliation of them r,rith ChrÍstÍan doctrine. ,As Cassirer sug-

gests, it was not a t'mere revival of Platonic thought", but rather an

adaptatfon of that thought. the teachings of Plato, he conËl-nues, Itwere

Èransformed through a refracting medium."10 Nesca Robb, to 8o even fur-

ther, does not even concede that there r¡¡as a Renaissance Platonísm: it

was Neoplatonism símply because Plato was known to t.he humanisËs only

through Latin authors and a few Latin translator's.11 Thts, the syncreLic

nature of the Academy served to unify the two opposiËe poles of Renaissance

intellectual culture: ChrístÍan faith and heathen knowledge. Just as

.Neop1atonism\¡raSanextensionofP1atonism,}Iermetísmv7aSadeve1opmentof

both philosophies. It carried Plators ideas farther back into history,

and indeed named him as one of Êhe prfsca theologia. But HermetÍsin also

10Err,"t Cassirer, The Platonis Renaissance in England (Austin: Universlty
of Texas Press, 1953), p. B.

1lNu".u Robb, N.eoplalogism of the IÈalian Senaísåance (London: George AIlen
& Unwin Ltd., 1935), p. 11. '
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extended Platonic philosophy and NeoplaEonic syncreÈfsm to the practfcal

level, the level of experimentaEion. Through natural rnagic, alchemy,

and numerology, the oÈher two philosophies were able to be demonstrated

practical ty.L2

lhe main students of the Academy devoted theÍr tÍme not only Eo Ëhe

study of the Corpus Hermeticum, but to the expositÍon of and conìmentary on

tt, Píco della }firandola, for exampLe, Èook one line from the Pimander,

one of the Hermetic manuscripts, t'A great miracle, Asclepius, is mant', and

expanded it into his Oration on the DígniÈy of Man. His HeptapluÊ, like-

wise, expands on the Hermetic accounts of. hierarchy and creatÍon, Per-

haps the most detailed of the ctmmentaries on the Creation Ís Francesco

Giorgiots E*ogþ Mundlr publíshed in 1525. The book is structured as

a musÍcal composition, stressing the numerical and harmonical unity of

the created world, the trmusíc of the sphere.sr'. Indeed, the science of

numbers played a. large part in the Renaissance Hermetic tradition because

it and other occult scíences were able to prove the basic harmony of the

worl d.

As KrÍsteller has suggested, ít Ís safe to say that all of educated

Florence in the second half of the fifteenth century came under the influ-

ence of the Florentine A.udu*y.13 Thís is not to imply that all Florentine

intellectuals were }lermetics; iÈ is rather an indication of how popular the

12rh. three terms are used here to denote Êhree separate elements ôf
same tradition. Platonism refers to the basic ideas, Èhe philosophy;
platonism denotes the syncreÈic development, and Hermetism is used in
ence to a combination of the two wÍth its practical extensions.

I3rcrf" te I ler r pp . 1 B- 19 .

the
Neo-
refer-
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syncretic philosophy stressed at the Academy actually was and how 1t satfs-

fied the basic need'of reconciling the old with Èhe new.

Its influence, however, spread farÈher than simply Florence, and

contÍnued way beyond the fifteench century. In England, as Sears Jayne has

polnted out, a strong Neoplatonic traditíon had existed for centuries be-

fore the bÍrth of Ficino.14 FlorenËine Platonísm thus fe11.on fertile

ground. It made its influence felt indirectly, at first, reaching England

through ttt,he ltalian and especially the Frdnch r^rriters of bel1es-lettres

who \ad rnade Ficinian doctrine a familiar literary subjec¡."15 Cassirer,

too, sees Florentine Plattnism as influential ín English thought: it re-

lterated the a pliori, universai grounds of religion buÈ on a more expan-

sive framework than scholasticism.16 'rh*" men as diversified as John Co1et,

Thomas Traherne, Edmund Spenser and Robert Fludd were benefactors of this

tradÍtion. Although it cannot be ignored that much of Èhis influence r¡ras

fndÍrect, and that perhaps many of the Englishmen involved knew only the

belÍefs, and not the name, of the philosophy they had adopted, in Ralegh!s

case there are references not merely fo Ficíno and Pico but to Hermes. Tris-

megÍstus himseLf..LT Thus the Hermetic tradition had spread to England

through the Platonic Academy and nourÍshed a long-established way of think-

, fng.
IIL'-Sears Jayne, I'Fícino and the Platonism of the Englísh Renaissancêrt, Com-
parativs Literature, IV (L952), 2L5.

ttrolg.. , 237-238

16c""rir"rr p. 24.

l7J"ynu , zLB.
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The syncreÈic naÈure of Renaissance Hermetism emphasfzed contÍn-

ufty throughout hlstory, and therefore iÈs Èheorfsts needed to show thaE

fn Ehe wÍde space of time between Egyptian civílization and the Renais-

sance, the Hermetic philosophy had been known. This turned out to be a

fairly simple project¡ there were many who believed in Hermes Trí'srnegis-

Èus. Agrippa, althou-g-h a contemporary. of the Florentine Platonists, soon

spread their influence by linking the philosophy with older and darker

medíeval traditions. He stressed the esoteric quality of the Hermetic

ÈradÍtion and associated it with medieval alcherny and philosophic skep-

ticism. As Nauert has suggested, Ehere ís really nothÍng Íncompatible

between skepticism and Hermeticl magic: both agree that human reasoning

Ís of shallow scope and only a certain kind of knowledge can really be

knovrn, that of the experimentally obsertud.lB Moreover, this belief in

esotericism actually promoted the search for contÍnuity: the HermeÈics

dld noË have to ¡ely on direct references Èo Hermes; -Ímplied correspondences

$rere seen as manifestatíons of the same trâdition.

In their own tradition Ehe English saw Roger Bacon as a Hermelic be-

cause of his belÍef ín science and in univerr"lr.19 Because of its syn-

cret,ism, the philosophy was inextricably intertwined with Platonic beliefs,

and Ín thís way Sir Thomas More was seen as a similar thinker. His admir-

atfon for Pico was obvious ín his New Yearls gÍft Lo Joyce Leigh, a nun.

l8churl"" G. NauerÈ, Jr., Agrippa and the Cr:Ls:þ of
(Urbana: Uníversity of Illinois Press, 1965)r PP.

Renaissance Though t
140- 141.

l9st"rart c. EasËon, Roger Bacon and his Search for a

York: Columbia University Press, L952), p. 77, For
Ficfno, see D.P' Walker, Spiritual and Demonic MagiS
.(London: The Warburg Institute, l95B), p. 3ó.

Universal Elu"tg (n"t
Baconls influences on
from Ficino to C:ry.C!g_U_C
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He sent Èhe works of

tender love and zeal

virtue in your soul.

Pico as an inspiration ttas may bear wftness of

Eo the h"ppy continuance and graclous increase

,r20

More, Pico della Mirandola in The English Works of Sir Thomas
Eyre and Spottiswoode, i931), vol. I, p. 347. On I'lorers

the Cambridge Plat,onists, see Cassirer, Platonic RenaÍs s ance ,

my

of

It has been mentioned above that both St. Arigustine and Lactantius

knew of llermes. LactantÍus approved of the praise given to hirnttjusÈly

called Trismegistus, by reason of his virtue and knowledge of many arts""21

Díonysius the Areopagite, one of the last teachers of Èhe AÈhenian Pla-

tonlc school, was long praised by the Hermetics. Indeed, The Çelestíal

Hlera,rshieg bears a remarkable simílarity to the Corpus Hermeticum.22

In 1614 Isaac Casaubon published De rebus sacris et ecclesiasticis

exercitation€ XVI, in which he'denied the antiquity of the Hermetic books.

Although he does not deny that there may have been a man named Hermes Trís-

megístus in ancíent EgypE, he denies Ëhat Èhe Corpus HermetícuE was written

by him. Because of internal evidence, he placed iËs composÍtíon at the end

of the first century after Christ.23 There was a new rash of credulity at

the turn of the century, instÍgated by Flinders Petrie, who dated it be-

tween 500 and 200 B .c.24 but today thei Casaubon theory, that the Corpus

2osir 
Thomas

More (London:
influence on
P.23.

2lL".tur,aiu", ch. 4, pp. 6í-64.

22¡oth sprang from the early
arftÍes wouldr"of course, be

23scottr pp. 4L-42

'orÞjo-., oo. 45-46,

Neoplaenic tr¡dition,
s tr iking.

and Èherefore the simil-
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Hermetícu¡¡¡ is actually the work of Alexandrian Neoplatonists and this

laiity between ít, P.lato and the Neoplatonlsts,explains the close simf

ls generally accepÈed,

Contrary to modern scholarship, it does not appear that thfs doc-

trfne was readÍly accept,ed among Renaissance intellecËua1s, particularly

fn England. Ralegh himself gÍves it no heed, although he does mention

C.saubor,.25 îhis conÈinued well inËo the 1650ts: Thomas Traherne, Robert

FLudd, and even Dr. John Everard continued Èo belíeve in the authenticity

of Hermes Trismegistus. .There are, I believe, two reasons whfch may ac-
t,

counÈ for their failure to accept Casaubonls scholarship. I have read

sectlons of De rebus sagris. fi is a vast Ëheological tract, and the

parts which refer to the Hermetic books are lost ín the maze of argumen-

taÈion. It is possible that the ttdÍscoverytt was not even "dfscoveredrr

by many immediatety.26 More probable, however, is the idea that the book

was an attempt È9 discredit pagan mysteries. the who.le tone of the book

resembles James.Its Daemonologie, and it iè likely that, Casaubon, a cl-ose

frfend of the Kingrs, had entered into the witch-hunt. If this is true,

the Renaissance Platonists could well have felt the need to deny the whole

work. Casaubonls assault on Hermes Trisrnegistus was perhaps seen as merely

a !ùay to discredit those who vrere opposed to James

25n"1"gh in fact contradicts Casaubon: 'rFor iË is manifest (if there be
any truth in prophane antiquitie) Èhat all the knowledge which the Greekes
had, was transported out of Egypt or Phoenicia; and not out of Greece, nor
by any Graeclan into Aegypt " 'r E, Bk. II , ch. 6, s. 6, pp. 318-3 19.

261horu, has also suggested this. See Keith Thomas,
of Magic (London: l.Ieidenf eld and Nf colson, 1971) , p

Religion and the
225.

Declfne
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The very basic idea in Hermetic philosophy, the one that describes

all the others, is anaiogy. Its method, finding similarities, links together

seemingly disparate events and phenomena and thus buttresses the monistic

assumptions of Hermetism. It takes many forms: continuity through history,

the macrocosm-microcosm analogy, the use of symbols, the belief in myth,

to name a few. More specifically, the Hermetic explained the unknown, the
27

unexplainable, through the known. Thus tle past could be explained by

reference to the Þresent, the earth in relation to the heavens, God through

man (euhemerism), ideas through symbols and myths. It definitely involved

a belief in an expressed order, one that could be demonstrated. Atthough it

would seem that astrology woutd fit this description and thus be part of

the Hermetic tradition, thr truth is, that its main exponents differ and their

opinion of the influence of the stars tends to be ambivalent. The moderate

view seems to have been that the stars have control over reasonless things
28

in the world; man, however, is beyond their control because his soul is free.

Ficino, it appears, felt this way: through Providence, man's soul is above
29

fate, but through nature, his body is subordinate to fate. This idea, then,

adds another dimension to the analogy characteristic. Analogy implies

27
S.K. Heninger, Jr., "Metaphor as Cosmic Correspondence", Medieval and

Renaissance Studies, III (1967), 3.

28
Don cameron Allen, The star-crossed Renaissance: &g aggIlgl cþ_gg1 etrotogy

and its t¡flgence i¡_E¡gland (New york: octagon Books, Inc., Ig66), p. ls3.

29
Ibid., þ" 7.
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permanence, or parallel, simultaneous change. The Hermetic philosophy

asserts that only the divine can alter the analogy, and the soul of man is

certainly divine.

The apparent changes in the heavens dwing the early modern period

caused men to wonder exactly how stable the medieval macrocosm-microcosm

analogy was. Hermetic theory was able to explain this, which accounts

for much of its success. It asserts, like Platonism, that the earth, rnan, and

all things materiai are constantly in flux; it is only God-ness that remains

stable. "For things that come into being in heaven are imm.utable and im-

pertshable, but those that come into being on earth are mutable and per-
30

ishable." Movement in the heavens is only appearance, not reality; it

is because we are in time that the unchangeable seems to be in motion:

Though eternity is stable, fixed, and motionless, yêt
since time is mobile, and its movement ever goes back
into eternity, it results from this that eternity, also,
though motionless in itself, appears to be in motÍon,
on account of its relation to time; for eternity enters
into time, and it is in time that all movement takes
Place ' 31

Thus the difference between changing appearance and eternal reatity is

explained and becomes one of the basic tenets of Hermetic philosophy. It

is also why astrological predictions are not seen to be of the highest order:

Hermetica, Libellus XI, p. 209.
30

3l
Hermetica, Asciepius III, pp. 351-353
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the stars were considered by these men to be material objects put into

operation by God, not God himself . Thus they are in time, not eternity,

and are subject to change. Man, who is part material and part divine,

can thus exercise some cohtrol over his astrological fate. In this wây,

the analogous relationship between the macrocosm and the microcosm was

still workable, because the divine element in man remained constant in

changie.

The Hermetic th.æry of numbers is again a development of the basic

analogical framework. Rather than exerting control, as the stars in astrology,

numerical theory describes. Numbers can be.compared to the Platonic forms,

in that they are ideal descriptions of the composition of both the heavens and

the earth. As such, they actually served two purposes: to understand the

nature of bei ng experimentally through the use of fixed sumbols, and to

describe those findings esoterically.

The theory is basically Pythagorean in nature. However, neither

Pythagoras nor any of his immediate disciples left any writings because he

insisted on oral transmis.sion of his teachings; it is thus difficult to esta-
32

blish the origin of many of his beliefs. The basic unit in the Pythagorean

theory of numbers is four: first of all, it composes the name of God in all

languages; secondly, it provides the first geometrically solid body, viz.,

32
S.K. Heninger, lr", "Some Renaissance Versions of the Pythagorean Tetrad",

SRen, VIII (1961), 8.
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the pyramid ( . ); and thirdly, it has a valuable

relationshiptotheperfectnumber, ten (I + 2 f 3-¡4= I0) . Thus itcontains

within itself the potentiaiity of perfection. Likewise, the tetrad is the basic

pattern which subsists throughout the universe: there are four elements,

four humors, four seasons, four ages of man, four corners of the world, four
33

card'inal winds, four mental facuities and four cardinal virtues. In this

wêy, the Pythagoreans could understand and explain the basic balance and

harmony that exists in the universe "

The Christians added another basic number to the sumbolism. St"

Augustine postulated two numbers as the explanators of harmony: four and

three. Fow was the materiai element, the body, since it described basic

properties; three was spiritual, the number of the Trinity, and constituted

mind. The two together added up to a union of body and mind, the number

seven. Multiplied, they produced twelve, the number of months in a year
34

and signs in the zodiac.

In th'is way the use of numbers provided a structural guide to "reality"

The order and harmony existent could be explained in this manner; the "music

of the spheres" could be recorded through numerical notations. It explained

and yet kept hidden from the unenlightened the basic secrets of the universe.

Above all, it simpiy re_g-.

33
Ibid., t7-i8.

34
Maren-Sofie R/stvig, "The Shepheardes Calender--A Structural Analysis",

[enaissance and Mgdern Stqdies_, XIII (I969), 62-63.
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Just as numbers were used symbolically, words served the same

function. The Hermetics drew widely from the Tewish Cabalist tradition;

by uttering a word, or a series of them, it was believed that the secret of

the harmony was revealed. The Hebrew word for God fiìlìì) ), the Tetfa-

grammaton, became an important symbol in Hermetic iconology.3t tum",

Trismegistus stresses the importance of the spoken word: "Translation will

greatly distorl the sense of the writings, and cause much obscurity. Ex-

pressed in our native language, the teaching conveys its meaning clearly;

for the very guality of the sounds...; and when the Egyptian words are

s poken, the force of the things signified works in them."36 Again, it is

the need for secrecy.

The two, numbers and words, are a few of the components of the

natural magic associated with the Hermetic tradition. The end is, of course,

truth, and these two were often catalysts in thà procedure. White magic, as

this is called, was an accepted part of the Christian tradition;37 the Hermetics

did not have to radically transform the idea in order to effect their reconciliation.

There were perhaps two strains of natural magic operating in the Renaissance,

Yates, p. 92.

36
Hermetica, Libelius XVI, pp. 263^265.

37
For a full study of this, see C. Grant Loomis, \/hj!g-M_egjç.: An t¡lroauction

to lhe Folkiore qf Christian Lçqend (Cambridge: The Medieval Academy of
America, l94B) .

3s
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spiritual and scientific. In the first category belong Pico della Mirandola

and Ficino, who were tryiilg to reach a contemplative levei through the use

of natural forces. In this sense, magic was closely allied to reiigion and

prayers (of their own composition) and philosophic study constituted the means.

Man, because he was part of the chain of nature, need only to see his true

relation to the rest of the universe to experience truth. Att is part of the

One; through the magic of communication with the One we become part of the

All. "There is communion between soul and soul", proclaims Hermes. "The

souls of the gods are in communion with those of men, and the souls of men

with those of the creatures without reason."3B Discovering this is the true

religious magic.

_ The scientific form of magic operated on the same principles. By

communion with the hidden forces of nature, practical benefits could be

obtained. This is tte basis of Paracelsian medicine; nature's own forces

could be found as cures for man's bodily ills, as well as his spiritual ones.

Paracelsian cosmology postulated a universe whose parts were interrelated

and explained by chemical analogies; thus the spiritual harmony was buttressed

by a corresponding physical on".39 One could, through magic, cure both the

body and soul.

EenngËçC, Libellus X, p. 203.

39
Ailen G. Debus, The Englsh @_ceisians_ (New York: Franklin Watts, Inc.,

1966), p. 86.

38
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The method of transformation was either pÌtrely physical, as in the

case of alchemy, or by means of sympathetic magic. Campanella, for

instance, furnished a sealed room with torches and candles to represent an

undistrubed, normal celestial wor1d, which was to counteract the effects of

the dislocated reality outside.40 Although alchemy had such a spiritual

side, its methods were more physical. The search for the philosopher's

stone, the substance that would transform base metals into pure gold, pro-

vided the opportunity for the development of scientific method and chemical

equipment. But to find the apex of material perfecticn, that is, gold, meant

far more: it signified the discovery, by analogy, of the highest spiritual

perfection, God.4I

Magic, therefore, was an important part of Hermetic philosophy. It

raised man to the level of God, it enabled him to change both his physical.

and spiritual state and to see to the very crux of the universe. Its by-product

was the development of a sicentific method, and moreover, a scientific

attitude, that man can know.

The whoie tone of the idea of natural maqic is mirrored in the Hermetic

account of Creation. The world was created from a light "from which came

forth a holyWord, which took its stand upon the watery substance." Pimander

40
Walker, p. 256.

4T

C.A. Burland,
1967), p" 39.

The Arts of the Alchemists (New York: The Macmillan Company,
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42
tells man to "fix your thought upon the Light and learn to know it." It

is thus a Cabalistic form of magic that begins the world. The watery sub-

stance was then transformed into an ordered world, "the elements being

separated out from it; and from the elements came form the brood of living
A2'creatures."'" Thus we see man as issuing from the four elements and

therefore being parl of the tetrad that came from the word of God.

The first Mind, continues the account, was bisexual and gave birth

to another Mind, "a Maker of things", who created the seven planets. This

Mind, in creating the planets, thus had control over them. In this Mind was

the word of God "for the word was of one substance with that Mind." The

".downward-tending elements of nature" were left devoid of this reason and

44
so were mere matter. Man, "in the Maker's sphere", originally contained

the substance of that mind, and as such had free will. Using this power, "He

willed to break through the bounding circle of their orbits; and he looked down

through the structure of the heavens, having broken through the sphere, and

showed to downward-tending Nature the beautÍful form of God."45 When man

42

EermCligg, Libellus I (Pimander), p. lts.

43
Ibid.

44
Ibid. , p. 119 .

45
Ibid. , p. I2i.
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saw his own rdlection in the waters, he loved it and wished to dwell there,

in reasonless matter. "And that is why man, unlike all other living creatures

upon the earth, is twofold. He is mortal by reason of his boù ; he is immortal

by reason of the Man of eternal substance."46 Here we have an important

difference between the Hermetic and the Mosaic account of Genesis. In

the Hermetic books man wills to live as a mortal, knowing the consequences

of his FaIl. Adam's fall is made in ignorance; he knows his fate only after

he eats of the Tree of Knowledge. Furthermore, as Yates has pointed out, the

Mosaic Adam's sin is one of disobedience, which itself shows his lack of

power. The Hermetic fa11 is not punitive; the Hermetic Adam is treated as

divine and allowedto do as he wishes, i.e., to fall.47

_ Man continues to be bisexual for a period; then the male and female

elements are separated in order to "increase and multiply abundantly." But

this too serves as a reminder of his duai nature: "And let the man that has

mind in him recognize that he is immortal, and that the cause of death is

carnal desire. And he who has recognized himself enters into the Good."48

Ibid., p" 123.

Yates , p. 27 "

Hermetica, Libellus I (Pimander), p. 125.

46

47

4B
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Here, man is reminded of the consequences of his Free Fall. Although he

is divine, he is still susceptible to mortal passions which detract from his

immortal nature. Here, too, lies another difference between the Biblical

and Hermetic accounts of creation: woman does nd spring, in the Hermetic

account, from man; they are rather two elements in the whole and separate

s imulta neous ly .

The main point in the Hermetic account'of creation is that man remains
49

a free being in spite of the world of mutability into which he has entered.

The divinity he once had remains in him, although brute matter is at work too.

Francesco Giorgio expressed the idea weII:

Considering that God is an intelligible sphere, and
that all the world is made to be a round figure, it

- is necessary that man, too, who is in the middle
between God and the world, is comprised and born
of the same form, who imitates in his soul the intel-
lectual sphere and in his body the sensible. . .50

Thus the image of man in the circle, itself a symbol of the divine, aptly

49
Festugière has divided the Hermetic books into two types of grrosis:

pessimist gnosis, in which the material world is heavily impregnated with
evil and optimist gnosis, in which the cosmos is filled with the divine. A1-
though these two are theoretically in opposition to one another, Yates believes
t-he contradiction was not apparent to Renaissance Hermetists. In other words,
they blurred the distinction between the two gnoses and saw both the divine
and mortal in the material world. See Yates, p. 33.

50
Francesco Giorgio, L'Harmonie du Monde (Paris: Jean Macé, 1579), Bk. 6,

ch. 2., p. lB3. The first edition (tlggqonlq. Mundi) appeared in 1525.
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expresses the corporality of man enclosed by his own divinity. In other

words, he is in control of his material body.

The soul is the piece of God in man and as such plays an extra-

ordinary role in Hermetic philosophy. Ficino, in speaking of Plato, de'scribes

its importance:

. Thus it is because he considers the soul like a
mirror in which is easily reflected the image of
God that when he gives his attention to looking
for God. ..he turns ceaselessly towards the beauty

:ljn iäi"Ji,|c!,accounts 
ror the ramous oracle

Because it shares in the divine, the soul can rise upward back to its

origins and thus overcome the baseness of the body. This rising through the

hierarchy of being is necessary, says Hermes:

If then you do not make yourself equal to God, you
cannot apprehend God; for like is known by like.
Leap clear of all that is corporeal, and make your-
self grow to a like expanse with that greatness which' is beyond all measure; rise above a1l time, and become
eternal; then you will apprehend God. Think that for
you too nothing is impossible...But if you shut up
your soul in your body, and abase yourself, and say,
I know nothing, i cqn do nothin9"...then, what have

you to do with God? 52

If man does not free himself of his corporeal nature, he wiil be burdened with

51

Ficino, Vol. I, Preface, p. 35 .

52
Hermetica, Libellus XI, pp. 221-223"
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the "vice of the soul", that is, lack of knowledg".53

From this idea it was not far to the belief in man as a unique and

superior being. "Man is a marvel then, Asclepius;" says Hermes, "honor

and reverence to such a being'."54 Pico delia Mirandola extended this

thought to show the omnipotent power of man:

. O supreme generosity of God the Father, O highest
and most marvelous felicity of mani To him is granted
to have whatever he chooses, to be whatever he wills...
On man when he came into life the Father conferred the
gerrns of every way of life. Wha.tever seeds each man
cultÍvates will grow to maturity and bear in him their
own fruit.55

The important difference, then, between the Hermetic and the

Christian concept of the relationship between the soul and God is that in

the former there is no mediator--no christ, no Mary, .ro urrg"I".56 Dionysius

the Areopagite explains: "(for) those who are wise in the sacred Mysteries,

53
Ibid. , p. 

?2s 
.

54
Hermetica, Asclepius, p. 295.

55
Giovanni Pico della Mirandola, Oration on Ire Diqnitv of M_U þ Ernst

Cassirer, -et. al. (eds.), &_&_naæ.Sg_!_.e Philosophv of Man (Chicago:
University of Chicago Press, 1948) , p. Z2S.

56

]oseph B. Coliins, Christian My¡llçism in the Elrza¡çlnan Aqe \¡4!h its
Backqround in Mvsticai \4ethodgþgy_ (Baltimore: The Johns Hopkins press,
1940), p. 17.
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the direct revelations d the Divine Light imparL a greater protection than

thos e be stowed through an intermed iary . " 5 7

One of the pit falls of this euhemeristic tendency in Hermetism is

that men become worshipped as gods. The belief that man has a divine

element in him, warns Hermes, does not make him a god: "For it cannot be,

my son, that a soul, should become a god while it abides in a human body;

Ít must be changed, and then behoid the beauty of the good, and therewith

58become a god."'

The apparent dualism between mind and body that permeates the

Hermetic doctrines is in reality a monistic view of nature. For those be ings

without a soul, there is no mind, only body; and for those with a soul, i:

triumphs over the bccly- which is only an outward appearance. The true nature

of man, then, is divine; this is his reality. Around him is the appearance--a

world of change, decay, and despair--but it is not real. The soul is what

unifies, and erases the contradictions between matter and divinity, change

and permanence because it is free: "Bidryour soul travel to any land you

choose, and sooner than you can bid it go, it will be there. . .And should you

wish to break forth from the universe itself, and gaze on the thinç outside

57
Dionysius the Areopagite, The Myg!¡çgl rheoloqv and the cetestial ergrcbje!_(Fintry, B:ook, surrey: The shrine of wisdom, 1965) , p. 44. Dionysius, of

course, was an important apologist for ecclesiastical hierarchy. His mysti-
cism, however, offered a path beyond that hierarchy, one which was often

followed in the Renaissance.

58
Hermetica, Libellus X, p.191.
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the Kosmos " ".even that is permitted to you."59

This then is the eEsence of the Hermetic philosophy: in the midst

of change, there is an eternai order that is housed in the soul of man. Man

alone has the power to iift himself above the mobility of the world and there

to comprehend reality. In this way man becomes magus and takes his place

in the eternal order.

59
Hermetica, Libellus XI, p. 221.
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CHAPTER FOUR: RALEGHIS C]RCLE

It is difficult to establish direct Íntellectual links between

Ralegh and all of the main exponents of the English Neoplatonic and

Hermetic tradition; I,lith the notable exception of the diary of John

Dee, records of cooperaÈive activities and conversations were rarely.

kept by these men, due to t,he esoËerÍcism inherent Ín the philosophy.
\..

Given Èhat all these men lived within the. same short period of time and

Ín the same place, it is hightyprobable t.hat the works of one were read

by Èhe ot.hers. To establish connectíons between these men, then, two

methods can be used. Fírst of all, it can be shown that Ralegh knew

these rnen, Íf not intimaÈely, then at leasÈ indirectly. Secondly, we

can look for an affinity of ideas in Èheir works. In this way, the Her-

metic group in England can be shown Èo be interrelated.

There wai an interest in the occult in Ra.leghrs family itself"

His half-brother, Adrian Gilbert, \^ras involved in the more practical as-

pects of the Hermetíc tradition. Taylor has Ídentified him as an rramateurrr

Ín alchemy and the occult;1 others have testified that he was also Ín-

volved with astrology and necromancy.2 fhu early correspondence of geo-

1n.C.n. Taylor, Tudor Geog,raphv, 1485-1583 (London: Ifethuen & Co. Ltd.,
1930), p" L2B.

t'.{.L. Rowse, Ralegh and the Throckmolloqq (London: MacmÍ11an & Co. Ltd.,
L962), p" 130, and CharlotËe FeII-Smith, John Dee (1527-1608) (London: Con-
stable & Company Ltd., 1909), p" 53.
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graphícal interests betwecn Ralegh and the two GflberÈ brothers, Adrian

and Humphrey, could well have spread to Èhe. area of experlmentation, as

is strongly suggested by Raleghts later alchemical investigations. The

close relationship between Èhe half-brochers indeed presents the possi-

billty of exchange of ideas.

It is also possible that Ralegh acquired his tasÈe for Herrnetic

phllosophy while still at Oxford. Frances Yates has shown the relatively

strong contÍnuation of the Platonic tiaditÏon at Oxford well into the Re-

naissance, despÍte the revival of Aristoteliansim there.3 fts rnain form
,, tl

then was the acceptance oi the CopernÍcan theory.- Considering Ëhe ob-

vfous distaste for Aristotle thät permeates the History, it is probable

thaÈ some of the subtle Oxford Platonism was passed on to Ralegh. YaÈesr

evldence strengthens this observation: Ralegh, she claims, $ras part of a

group in which |ta lively interest in the Copernican theory was to be found."5
A

It Ís known, too, Èhat Raleghts library contained an.editíon of Copernicus."

Raleghts relatÍonship with Thomas Hariot is documented a bÍt betÈer,

and through thÍs we can see the development of Raleghrs Ínterests. After.

leavfng Oxford in 1579, Hariot hras engaged by Ralegh as a mathematical tutor,

3Fr"n."" A. YaÈes,
39), 228.

oLÞid. , 237.

tlÞ.iq. , 23s.

6""la"r oakeshott,
p. lB.

"Giordano Brunors Conf IÍct wÍth Oxford", .@, II (1938-

The Queen and the Poet (London: Faber and Faber, 1960),
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and was sent on the Virginia expedítíon of 1585. His proficfency as a

geographer, astronomer and mathematician developed in these years' and

in l5BB or 1589, Ralegh inÈroduced him to the Earl of Northumberland"T

Hariot became Northumberlandls tutor and scholar-in-residence soon after,

but that was not the end to his involvement with Ralegh. lheir relation-

ship must have remaÍned a close one because fn 1599 Raleghls grant of

Sherbourne was witnessed by Hariot, and in 1603 Hariot was wiÈness to a

)cure the estate n Wat.8 In a more mysËi-ÈrusÈ deed to secure the estate for Raleghrs so

cal interpretation of the relaËionshíp Muriel Rukeyser has described it
o

as one of father and son.'

HarioÈ has been identifi'ed as the master of therrschool of NighË"

and r.ras also one of the ttThree Magirtassociated wíth Northumberland in

the Tower. Northumberland had been implicated, although not directly, in

the Gunpowder Plot, and while imprísoned was allowed, like Ralegh' to con-

duct scÍentific experiments, The ttthree magitrwere Thomas Hariot, Robert

Hues and William tr{arner; although not prisoners themselves, they were a1-

lowed visíting privileges. The basis ^for the accounÈs of the three magí,

TRob.ra Kargon, ttThomas Hariot, The Northumberland Circle and Early Atomism
Ín Englan,i", Ë1, xxvrr (1966) , L29.

8t.O. Hower ttlhe Ralegh Papers at Sherbourne CasÈIe", Eg¡J Today, XXI
(1971) , 2.L3,2I4

o
'MurieI Rukeyser, The Traces of Thomas HarioÈ (New York: Random House,
L97O), p, 67. trThe ÈheaËre of the new world". she says, ttof which he

Inalegh] and Elizabeth are god-parents, or. íather and mother, and of
whÍch, since Ralegh himself was not allowed tc go t,here, HarioË is the
emblem and man and son.tt
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Anthony à Woodts Athenae Oxonienses,

vo lvement with the group:

sheds some light on Raleghrs in-

o..when the same earl was committed priso.ner to the
Tower of London in 1606, Èo remain there during life...
our auchor llhomas HariotJ, Hu"s and l.larner, were his
constant companions, and Tnrere usually called the Earl
of Northumberlandrs three magi. They had a table at
the earlts charge, and the earl himself did const,antly
converse with them, either singly or^a11 together, as
Sir l.lalEer, Ehen ín the Tower, did. ru

Thus although Ralegh did not participate 
.Ín 

Northumberlandrs experiments,

he díd conduct his own ín the Tower, and often shared the services of

Hariot. lhere is líttle doubt that che nature of this experimentation

Ì{as alchemical, although this must not always be interpreted as a search

for gold. Alchemy can be a symbolic and theoretical scíence, as well as

a practical one. the Phitosopherts Stone, the catalyst in alchemy, has a

double meaning. On the one hand, it Ís a fine powder thaÈ transmutes base

metåls into pufe gold; on the oËher, it has a mu.ch rr.ore liÈeral meanfng:

the key to the secrets of lífe. It is this very thing, I believe, which

gave rlsej to the rumors of a Fountain of Youth, so eagerly sought by Ponce

de Leon. For John Dee it had the addÍEional mystical meaning of the vehl-

cle wÍth which Êo reach the level of the spirfts. Ralegh, it seems, thought

of alchemy as a means by which to proleng life, since his experinnents were

largely medical. Hís ttRoyal Cordialrt was administered to his young patron

loQuotud Ín John Willian Shírley, r'ïhe Scíentific Experiments of Sir l^lalter
Ralegh, the !trizard Earl, anci the Three Magi in the Tower, 1603-1617", þþië,
rv (1949), 55-s6.
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Prince Henry on his deathbed in an attempt to save him. It ls qufÈe

possfble that Ralegh knew of this double pu'rpose of alchemy; it cer-

tainly coincides with the philosophy developed in The Hístorv of the

llorld. Alchemy was, as Fe1l-Smith has pointed out, 'lnot only a scÍence,

ít was a religion and a romance...It was a science of ldeals. It ever _,

led its followers on to scale illimitable heighÈs of knowledge...',11 ,,

wãs through the Northumberland group, then, that Ralegh put his alchemi-

cal ideas into practice, and was assÍsted by Hariot. 
l

, The undispuÈed leader of the Hermet,ic learnÍng in England was Dr.'..;
John Dee. As Elizabethts asÈrologer, he set Èhe tÍme for her coronatÍonrl2 :

and was often.or,rulted by lr. iuyfy, the Queenrs physÍcian because trhis

profound hermetic studies gave him the prestige of a super-docÈor."13 Deets

own occult, interests had been strengthened when Ín his twenties at the

Universíty of Louvain, which r^ras stÍll under the spell of Agrippa, and in

Paris, the center of the occult at that ti*u.14 In 1.564 he published Monas

Hierggly¿hica, which dealt with the hidden sympathies and anElpathíes of

thÍngs, the exisLence of higher spiritual beings', and Ehe relationship of

1lF.ll-s*irh, 
p . 62.

]

t"O!g., o. 31. This is 'a good example of the ambivalence of the HermeÈics
to*"r¿s asErology as discussed in Chapter three. The desire to be in har- -
mony wÍth the natural forces affecÈÍng Èhe physical world is perhaps the
besÈ explanation of this instance of astrologyts utílization.

t'.Þig. , o. 47 ,

14W"1t"r I. Tlattner, "God and Expansion fn Elizabethan England: John Dee,
L527-1583'r, JHr, XXV (1964), 19.
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the higher celest,lal world to the earÈh. Although the esotericlsm neces-

sary to Hermetism was stressed, Dee disclosed many of the secrets con-

talned Ín the book to EIizabeth.15

Dr" Dee was t.he undisputed head of the occult circle gatheríng

strength in Elizabethan England. His most famous group, a study-circle

fn Neoplatonism and Renaissance magicl \nras composed of Sir Philip Sldney,

.the Earl of Bedford and many others at Court. It is not known if Ralegh

ÞarticipaËed in Èhis group.

Despite hís early...interest in occult matters, Dee probably did not

become aware of his psychic powers until 1581. He was not himself a me-

dium, however, and hÍs search fàr one led him to Edward Kel1-ey. Kelleyts

credÍbility as a medium is questionable. Ttre spírÍts appeared only to him,

noÈ to Dee, and on one occasion they ordered Kelley and Dee to exchange

wives, an Ídea that Kelley vras eager to promote. In any case, Kelley was

not Ínterested in any of the more spiritual rewards to be gained from the

ItangelÍc conversations" or from alchemy. He solely wanted the secret of

transforming base metals into gold. this led the pair to Poland followÍng

their patron, Prince Albert Laski. AlLhough Dee eventually returned to

England and his spirítual-scientific pursuits, Ke1ley díed mÍserably on

the Contínent., stil1 seeking material wealth from alchemy,

15Ri"h"rd Deacon, John Dee (London: Frederick Mul1er¡ 1968), p. 62.
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Dee's residence in England, Mortlake, housed not only his family

and scientific instruments, but his marvelous library as well. A catalogue

of his manuscripts is in print and contains many distinctly Hermetic books,

as well as older works in the occult tradition. For instance, there are.many

references to the works of Roger Bacon (f-¡æe-rtofius Roqeri Bachonis,16

Rooeri Bachonis specul.um aichirmelT) as well as Paraceisus (Ramundi Lglli

liber de quinta g¡se¡IiÈ, to which is added "Non est Ramundi Lullii, sed

collectanea diversa ex Paracelso"lS), Robert of Gloucester, an English

student at Ficino's Platonic Academv (@i-Çlouce-stren¡æ chronica)19

and Plato himself, in particular the Timaeus .20 The Hermetic works listed

include Hermetis l-ibr.i septem,2l EgmCIæ quadripartitum operis, 22 IIerme.Lþ

secreta, 23 
u'r,d De quirita essentia Mercurii.24 Atthough the catalogue of

l6
]ohn Dee, T_he_B$va!g Ðjgry of Iphn Dee (London: Camden Society Publi-

cations , 1842), p. 65. The catalogue (Cataloqus Librorus Bibiiothecae Ex-
ternae Mortlacensis D. loh. Dee. A' 1583, 6 Sept.) is an appendix to this
volume.

17.
Ibid. , p.

i8
Ibid. , p.

l9
Ibid. , p.

20
_Ibid. , p. 84.

2l
Ibid., p. 66.

22
Ibid., p. 68.'

23
Ibid. , p. 70 .

68.

67.

72.

24
Ibid. , p. 85 .
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Dee's printed books is not in print, Yates testifies that it contains the

Corpus Hermeticum, Ficino's Tlç-ql_gg.La Platonica, Lactantius, and Giorgiols

De Harmonia Mundi. 25 Unfortunately, the widespread belief that Dee was

a sorcerer ied to the burning of his house by a mob while he was in Poland,

and many of his books were iost.

Because of Dee's close connection with the Court and his close friend-

ship with Adrian Gilbert, it is correct to assume that Ralegh knew him. Indeed,

in the Diarv there are three references to Sir Walter, each showÍng a different

Ievel of intimacy. In the first Ralegh fetches Dee for Elizabeth:

April l8th (1583), The euene went from Richemond toward
Grenwich, and at her going on horsbak, being new up,
she called for me by Mr. Rawly his putting her in mynde,
and she says "quod defe¡tur non aufertur", and gave me
her right hand to kis t.26

The second reference shows a more personal relationship:

, (Iuly 31 st, 1583), Mr. Rawlegh his letter unto me of' her Majesties good disposition unto *e..27

and in the third, a closer ffiendship is suggested:

25
Frances A. Yates, Theatre of the World (Chicago: Universitycf Chicago

Press, 1969), pp. 10-11.

-26
Dee, p. 20.

27
Ibid. , p. 2l
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Oct. gth (1595), I dyned with Syr Walter Rawlegh
at Durham Howse.2B

Dee's relationship with Ralegh had more of an iritellectual nature

than a personal one. Dee was the teacher and librarian for a whole generation

of Eiizabethans, and his wide knowledge of the occult certainiy was one of

his attractions. Mortlake, as 1.R.F. Calder has rightly pointed out, was

"a frequent resort of Leicester, Sydney, Dyer, Ralegh, the Gilberts and

other learned and influential nobles as well as navigators and technicians. . .

a brillant centre for intellectual, political and commercial enterprises of
,o

various kinds."" It is right to assume that Dee's contribution to Ralegh's

intellectual development, culminating in The Historv of the World, was vast.

One of Ralegh's closer friends, Edmund Spenser, was also in the

ranks of the Renaissance Neoplatonists. Ellrodt has shown the difficulties

in distinguishing between the Platonic, Neoplatonic and Hermetic phiio-

sophies in relation to Spenser's work, but ultimately places him in the middle

category. His poetry is less philosophical than Plato's work and not as

occult as the Hermetic.30 Rfstvig, on the other hand, places him distinctly

2B
Ibid., p. 54.

29
I.R.F. Calder, "'John Dee Studied as an English Neoplatonist" (Unpublished

PhD. Dissertation: University of London, 1953), p. 734.

30
Robert Ellrodt, Neoplatonism in ttre Poetry of Edmund Spenser (Genbve:

Librairie E. Droz, i960), pp. 8-ll.
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in the Hermetic tradÍtion, primarily because of his emphasis on the occult

significance of time and n,mb.r. .31

His close association wfth Ralegh is evidenced by the fact that the

introdustory letter of the Faerie Queen was addressed to Ralegh.32 Koller has

suggested that the relationship was one of patron to poet, with a healthy exchange

of ideas and support going both way..33 Indeed, spenser's "colin clout's come

Home Again", about his meeting with Ralegh in lreland, is no less than a decla-

ration of supporL for his friend, when he was in bad favour with Elizabeth. It

is to be assumed that the bond of friendship encouraged mutual sharing of ideas,

and although neither can be said to have won the other over to Neoplatonism, it

cerLainly has to be recognized as one of the links that united the two men.

The shadow of Giordarp Bruno spreads over all the iate Renaissance

occult and scientific world. His simultaneous belief in the Copernican system

and Hermetic philosophy suggest a strong internal relationship between the two.

Ralegh, too, shared this double belÍef, and although it is difficult to prove any

direct relationship between the two men, an indirect tie is possible.

Bruno was in Ëngland from l5B3 to 1584 and is known to have had

31

Maren-Sofi
Renais sance

e R/stvig, "The Shepheardes Calender--A Structural Analysis",
ancl Modern Studies, XIII (1969), 49-75 

"

32

33

Oakeshott, p. 84.

Katherine Ko1ler, "Spenser and Ralegh", ELH, I (1934), 42.

Ibid. , 37 "

34
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connections with Sidney, Greville, Dyer and ¡"".35 ThÍs certaínly was

one of the circles with which Ralegh had an associaEion, and although it

fs not lÍkely ÈhaÈ he himself met Bruno, 1È is possible that further ex-

posltions of hís work \^rere passed on to Sir I.lalt,er. Certai nly the tone

of the conversations held between Bruno and the others was öne similar

to that of the HistorJ. For instance, in Brunors La Cena de le Ceneri,

an accoqnt of an actual dinner at Sidneyrs and published in London in

L584, there are four characters: SmiÈho (rrgentiluomo inglese nella cui

casa sembra svolgersi il.dialogo'r), presumably Sidney; Teofilo ("íl

filosofo stessort), that i!, aruno hírnself ; Prudenzio (rti1 pedante"), and

Frullo (t'servo di I Smitho"'¡. 39 As the conversatior, continues, it in-

creasíngly develops into a dÍalogue beÈween Teofilo and Prudenzio as to

the merits of the Copernican sysÈem and the scientific-occult, especially

the significance of numbers. PrudenzÍo emerges as none other than a schol-

astÍc, a rrpedantfr, terríbly I'prudenttr. Teofilo, on t-he other hand, is the

open, modern scíentist. This same dichotonìy runs throughout the HistorJ

and Ralegh takes the same point of view as Teofi.lo against the Aristotelians,

the scholastics, Ehe priesÈs who turn pure ideas inLo rÍgid doctrines.

Yates has written that Brunols visit to Englandtrstrengthened a re-emergence

of the eeluine English Renaissance--that adaptation of humanist Platonism

to the medieval tradition."37 Ralegh, no dcubL, was one of t.hose who sup-

3SRobutt McNulty, trBruno at Oxford", ReI{Lssance News, XIII (1960), 300.

36Gior.luno Bruno, La
1955), p. 17,

Cena de le Ceneri (Firenze: Giulio Einaudi Editore,

37r"a", , ¡tGiordano Bruno t s Conflict with Oxford", 240.
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ported this view.

Lefranc. ls Èhe only historian who suggests Èhat a meeting might

have occurred between the two men because of Raleghts conLact wfth Cas-

telnau, Ehe French ambassador and Brunors host in fngland.3S As is typi-

cal in this book, however, this assertíon is not supporËed by any con-

vínclng evidence, and as such must remaín only in the realm of conjecture.
e- In discussing the relaËionship betvreen Ralegh and the intellectuals

of his time, it is necessary Èo resolve the'conËroversy over wheËher the

entirg Historv was indeed written by Ralegh hímself. Except for one pas-
:

sage ln Ben Jonsonfs Conversations with lrgnBgnd, there is no contemporary

hint that Ralegh was aided in wi:.ting the Hístory. !re-quesrion arose

again, however, i,n 1763 in Algernon Sídneyls Discourses. Concerning, Govejn-

ment and was further popularized in the nineteenth century by Isaac Dis-

raelÍ in ItThe Secret llistory of Sir WaIter Rarvleightr. Disraeli cIaÍmed

Ít was the work of several people, includíng Northumberland, HarioE, Jonson

and Dr. R. Burreif.39

. This view has been put forward more recently by Arnold Williams,

who claims that most of Raleghts Biblical material was copied almost ver-

batim from commentaries in prÍnt aÈ the ti*".40 Lefranc takes the more

38Luft"n", p. 353.

39f.1¡. BrushfÍeld, 'rSir I^/alter RaIegh and his tl{istory of the l^lor ld t ", 3g-
the Advancementporte and T{ensacEions of the Del¿onshire AssocÍatioq for

of Science, Liteiature, alsl Art, XIX ( ta}?, 3ef4e6.-
40Otrrold llilliams, rrCommentarÍes on Genesis as a Basís for Hexaemeral
Material in the Literature of the Late Renaissance'r, !I, xxxrv (L937),
200.
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traditional borrowing ldea and asserts throughout thaË oÈhers indeed did

wriEe parts of the tlÍsËorJ, but hrithouÈ adeqrrate proof .

lhe whole questÍon of stealing appears to be a typically Renaissance

accusation. Even Camden r./as so accused by Ralph Brooke in A Digcor¿sry of

Certain Errors in 1599. Brittania, he claÍmed, was taken from Bur.ghley¡s

library and from Lelandrs noÈes by Ca*den.4l It is easy to.see how Ehese

men, in the early days of historical scholarship, could confuse conVêrsâ-

tion or consultation with collaboration. Indeed, a certaÍn reference to

authorities, wheLher it be Ín conversation or through books, is a necessary
:

tool for the historian. Certainly the afd Ralegh obtained r¡as mentioned

fn hís preface, but large-r"u1"ì copying of , for example, the Punic tr^lars,

from Jonson, is unsubstantiated.

, It was long accepCed that the maps in the Eistory, in addition

to the fronÈispiece poem by Jonson, were the work of anot.her. Oakeshott,

however, is convinced that even these maps r¡¡ere Raleghls own work. In

his opinion, Ehe working papers of the History erase any doubt that he

had collaborators, as they contain a list of hís lÍbrary, a poem and a

dozen manu.script *rp". 42

It can be seen from this chapter that the intellectual clÍmate in

Elizabeth:T t"tland promoted.the spread of occult ideas. Ralegh was one

of the beneficiaries of the t.radition propagated by Dee, Bruno and others,

n'O.". Rowse, ft" Englanq of Eli:abeth (London: Macmillan, n. d. ) r p. 58.

42*.U. Oakeshott, 'tThe Llorhing Papers for rïhe History of the l,/orIdr,,¡
The Times, 29 Nov. L952, p. 7,
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while himself helping in that spread. Indeed, the great importance of

Raleghrs circle lies in lts developmenÈ and disseminatÍon of HermeÈic

and NeoplaÈoníc ideas about the nature of the universe, Ra1egh was not

unique in his be lief s; his ideas \¡rere mere ly the continuation of a long

tradition just begínning to be recognized as commonplace in Renaissance

England.
|}
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CHAPTER FIVE: THE OPPOSITION

Slr Walter Ralegh incurred opposiÈion during the reign of Jarnes I

for three reasons. FirsÈ of all, the King heartily dislÍked Ralegh as a

person. Secondly, Èhe royal opposition to The Historv of the.tr^Iorld was

strong, and thirdly, the fear of wÍtchcraf t., which 1¡ras assocÍated with

Hermetísm, became widespread. In 1íght of these matters, Ra1egh was

indeed placed in a precarious position, and his imprisonment and ulti-

mate execution is not surPrising.

!JiLlson claÍms that when James.became King he was "poisoned againsttt

Ral.egh, Cobham, and Northumberland by warnings of theír enemy, Cecil. They

would rather have seen him burÍed than crowned, he said.l The dislike of

the Stuart monarch for these Elizabethans vrent even deeper than thÍs, how-

ever; they represented a flamboyant, carefree Elizabethan court which by

Its very nature'was Ín opposÍtion to the austerity arrd rigídity to whÍch

James was accustomed. IÈ is well known Èhat Ralegh rode out Èo meet the

King upon hís entry into England, and that James diC not receive him

warmly. Once any man incurred the Kingts disfavor, it was a short sEep

to.Ímpr:Lsonment, and Ralegh \^ras no exception. the charges agaÍnst Ralegh

fn 1603--conspiracy to kil1 the King, raise rebellion, alter the religion

lDavíd Harris l,IiIIson, King
p" L57.

James VI and I (London: Jonathan Cape, L963),
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of the realm, and set Arabella SÈuarÈ

been brought against anyone, such was

erfne Drinker Bowen has well described

days:

on the throne--could well have
.....a'

the nature of the evidence. Cath-

the actualities of trial fn those

Judícial duty, in the year t603...meant brínging
forward every damaging fact of characÈer and cir-

. ctunstance which could be gathered in the Kingrs
. favour--hearsay evidencer. gossip at third hand,

the confessíon of confederates. 1n treason cases
smoke was hot as fire and bare suspicion Èanta-
mount. to the.acÈ overt.z.?

Pardoned at the last momànt, and imprísoned in the Tower for thir-

teen years, Ralegh r{as released in 1616 ín order to make a second expedi-

tion to Guiana. James r¡ras persuaded by the anti-Spanish factionr uD-

doubtedly for reasons other than the discovery of gold, to let him do

EhÍs, although Ralegh r.ras warned not to attack any Spanish possessions.

To Spainrs protestations, James replíed that he would send a bound Ralegh

to Spain if there vras any abuse oi their possessions.3 ,hu second corn-

mftÈee, which examined Ralegh afÈer the Guiana fiasco, thought he had

been plottíng with France and believed the reason for the trip'r¡as not

to find his goLd mine, but to plunder the Spanísh. Since a condemned man

coulg nct be lerried bv Enålish law. Ëhe committee decided that this action,'Catherine Drínker Bowen, The Líon and ¿he throne: The LifS and Times of Sir
Edward Cokgr 1552-1634 (London: Hamish HamiIton, L957)r pp. 165-166.

I
'l,li11sot, pp " 368-370.
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lL

Justffied carrying out the 1603 sentence.

Undoubtedly, Jarnes had Raleghts end in mind from the flrst moments

of his reÍgn. Ihe public recognÍzed t.his, and sa\^r Sfr Walter as a victlm

to Stuart tyranny. In this way he was to become a great hero for the

revolutionaries, noÈ by vlrtue of his own thought, but rather because

of hÍs posÍtion as sacrificed pawn Ín the Stuart game.

Ihg Histgr,v of the tr^lor1d was begun fn 1607 and entered in Ehe Sta-

tioners¡ Register on Apríl 15, 1611, buÈ Ít díd not appear until March,

1614" It was Ímmediately popular, but roused Jamesr anger. As a result,

ft was suppressed by George Abbott, Archbishop of Canterburlr on Decem-

ber 22, I6L4. James was angry that Ralegh, a man'rcivilly dead" had the

lmpudence to have his portrait engraved on the title-page. lhe goverrunent

promised to rescind the suppression order if the tÍtle-page was removed

to make the work anonymous, The firsE edítion, without the portrait

tftle-page (not to be confused with the allegorical title-page), was

reissued., followed by a second edition in 1614 and two in 1617, one of

whÍch contained the portrait Èitle-page

BuÊ James r¡ras more disturbed by the content of the Hístory than by

the legal state of ÍËs aut-hor. Ralegh, in his Preface, had been rrtoo

sawcie in censuring princesrt. Carew Ralegh explained it this way to SÍr

Wílliam Sanderson in 1656: "...it is well known, King Jarnes forbad Sir

L'IbÍd. , p. 376.

q
"John Racin, Jr.r'rThe Early Editions of Sir Walter Raleghrs lhe History
.of the Wcrlg", Studies in Bibliogrgphv, X\[1 (L964), L99-200.
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Walter Raleíghs book, for some passages in Ít whfch offended the Span-

fard, and for being too piain with the faults of Prfnces in his Preface."6

CertaÍnly Èhe main fear on Jamesl parÈ vras that Èhe references to unjust

klngs Ín past English history would be applied to Èhe. present by the

reading public.

lhere can be no doubt that James was particularly annoyed at

Raleghrs assertion that the evil of the father !,ras passed down and

punished fn each succeeding generation. After Edward IIrs murder,

Rategh claimed, t'Èhe issue of bloud then made, though it. had some times

of stay and stopping, did agaín breake out; and that so often, and in

such aboundance, as all our Priices of the Masculine race (very few ex-

cepted) died of the same disease.tt And: ItNow for Henrie the sixtr upon

whom the great stornìe of his Grandfathers greevous faults fell...rt Henry

VIIIIs puníshment, according to Ralegh, vras the end of his line, Ëhe cumu-

lative fault of all of hÍs ancestors. It is no wonde.r, Èhen, that James

was furious at Ralegh, even though he had written of James: 'rHis MajesËy

entred not by a breach, nor by bloud; but by the Ordinary gate, whích hís.

owne righË set open..."7 Certainly James must have realized that, in

Raleghts opinion, he carrÍed the sÍns of his fathers onto the throne;

Èhe claim thaÈ he was the start of a new line Ín England could not have

assuaged him.

6Quoted in Pierre Lef ranc, Sír I,IaEer RaIegh, Ecrivail , l rOeuvre

Idées (Quebec: Presses de ltUniversité Laval, 1968), p. 275.
et les

TThu rbolre references are alI from Hi^I, Preface (no pagination)'
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In spite of Stuart anger, between 1614 and 1688 there were ten

dístfncÈ edltions of the History, with numerous variant issues.S Perhaps

some of the royal tolerance of Ít was due to young Prince Henry, who by

1604 had become Ehe patron of men of learning. Ralegh was in communicaLion

tdlth him by 1608, and actually wrote the Bistory for him. Þrince Henry 
,

wanted him to contÍnue hís narraËive untíl the Roman Conquest of Britain

and Èhen make the history of England his chief subjecc.g But Ralegh knew 
:

beÈter than to write of contemporary history. In those times, historians 
r

were subjected to severe _censorshíp and wrote under many restrictions. "'

For reasons of foreign poti"y and internal securíty, modern hlstory incurred ,',

,susp:.c:.on, no matter what its poínt of view; Ralegh was vrise enough to un-

derstand this.10 As he explained in the Preface:

I know that it will be saÍd by many, that Ít roÍg.ht
have been more pleasing to the Reader, Íf I had
wrÍtten the Story of mine owne tímes; having beene
permitted to draw r¡rater as neare the well-head as
another. To this I answere, Ëhat who-so-ever in
writÍng a moderne Historie, shall follow truth too ll
neare the heeles, it may tiappily strike out hÍs Èeeth.--

Ba.l. Rowse, Ralegh and the Throckm-ortone (London: l"facmillan & Co. Ltd.,
L962), pi 27L,

9Ch".L"s H" FÍrth, 'tSír hlalter RaleÍghts History of the World", þtgÊir.æ.
of Èhe Br.itisþ Academy, VIII (LgL7-LB), 430-432.

tofrig. , 442.

ttnI, Preface.
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CertaÍnly what he r^rrote abouÈ the pasÈ was grave enough to rouse Jamese

anger; 1n spite of its immense popularity with the public, the History

was another mark againsË Sir !tralter.

In the sixËeenth and seventeenth centuries a growth of belief in

wltchcrafÈ developed in Europe. Trevor-Roper has explained it as .rra by-

product, in specifÍc social circumstances, of that hardening and exten-

sion of Aristotelianísm...It is not a irew force, generated by the decom-

position of an old cosmology. It is the undersíde of that cos*ology."12

In ÈhÍs sÈudy he destrot".,. ah" idea that witchcraft vras an outcome of the

ÞlatonÍc and Hermetic traáitions; they themselves tended to be open-

mÍnded and vrere opposed to the rir"h-.r""". The attackers of the Her-

metíc tradition were those in favor of huntÍng the witches out.13 ïhe

wÍtch hunÈs were in reality, accordíng to Trevor-Roper, created out of

a social situation, noÈ a strictly philosophical tradition. It was the

search for scapegoaËs, to be found Ín those social groups of different

bellefslthat. Christian Europe was unable to assi*í1"t".14 In other words,

the more rlgÍd the code of belíef ín aìr arear the. hÍgher. Íncidence of

witch hunting there was. In England at the beginning of the seventeenth

cenÈury such a situaËion existed. Its most dramatic example was in the

12n.n. Trevor-Roper, The European !tritch-Cr.áze of ths 16th and 17th Cen-
turies (Harmondsworth, Miadlesex: Penguin Books, L969), p. B.

t'!rt.q., P. 59.

14!¡!È, p. Lrz.
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person of the King himself- An outsider to begln with, he v¡as ln an

fnsecure position with regard to the royal prerogative and povrer. The

paranoia created by this sítuation was resolved not only by destroying

political opponents, such as Ralegh, buÈ was exLended ín one form or another,

to any group thaË believed in principles other.than those of the r""lro.15

Jamest direct, involvement Ín Ëhis matter began in 1590. He dis-
o

covered that the Earl of Bothwell had told wÍËches in Scotland to kill

him. OuÈ of fear, James exerted great zeal in prosecuting them during the

witch-trials of 1590-91.16 He later generalized hÍs personal paranoia to
ta

matters of rcligion. As believers ín a pagan mystery religion, seemingly

at oclds with rigid ProÈestant belief, ih" H"t*"tics Þegan tô be seen as

hereÈics; not directly prosecuted and burned as wítches', they too had to

veil their belíefs in secrecy. This became ín Ëhe Stuart period another

reason for Hermetic esotericism,

Jamesr belief Ín wiËches is evident Èhroughout his Daemonologie,

fírst published in 1597. He tries to prove they exist because they are

spoken of in the ScrÍpËur"".17 l^Iitches, in his view, are close to the

Devíl and trbeare his Image.rt fn the following section, it Ís easy to see

the extent of the Devills power and Jamesl fear of them:

15P"t"""ution in England, however, was not nearly as severe as on the Con-
tinent. See Trevor-Roperr pP. 89-90

16'nlil1ror,, p. l05.

17J.*.. I, Daemonologig (.ldinburgh: Edinburgh University Press, 1966),
Bk. I, ch. 1, p. 5.
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And so whome he findes most simple, he plainiest
discovers himself unto them. For hee being the
enemíe of manfs SalvaÈion, uses a1 the meanes he
can to entrappe them so farre in his snares, as
ft may be unable to them thereafter (suppose they
would) to rid themselves out of the same.lB

He then, in a. most important passage, extends his condemnation to

magi: wltches are the Devilts slaves, but necromancers are his mas-

10
ters.*' Although he later explains that Ëhere are such things as

magicians I'of the Lawe of God"r20 it did noË stop people from consider-
t.,

ing men lilce John Dee as sorcerers, and destroying his property. In-

deed, as Deacon has described it, the new century'saw the beginning of a

move avray from the ttenlightened, inquiring liberalismil of the E1ízabethan

age. and the beginning of a nationrvide drive against all s: spected of magi-

cal practices of any sort.21 fhís kind of condemnation v¡ould point to

many members of Raleghts circle as participants in bewitchíng activitíes.

It fs no wonder Èhen that Ralegh felt the necessíty to cover much

of his actual thought Ín the Historv. - HÍs esoterÍcÍsm was directed not

only towards the King, but towards the majority of his readers also. It

has already been mentioned Èhat Ralegh enjoyed a great vogue among the

ttl-Þiq. 
r in: 

2, PP . 6-7 .

tnlÞig., ch. 3, p. g.

'oaÞ1g. , Bk. r r, ch. 1, p .

2lRí"h"rd Deacon, John Dee

29.

(London: Frederick Mu1ler, 1968), p. 268.
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populace because of the pofitical views put forward in the Preface.

The maí.n body Of the HístorJ is another matter entÍrely. the philo-

sophy put forth there is trtransparent't, in Bradbrookts oPinÍon, and

thaË was Íts chlef source of strength,22 Dffferent ideas could be read

into the }listorv because of this quality, and thus it was supported by

men of differing vÍewpoints. This also accounts for the wide range of
c

explanations in hi storiography of Ralegh and his work.

It is necessary, however, to see this transparency as deliberate,

as esotericism, as a cover. for Hermetic ídeas, which could readily be

interpreted as hereti. b"ii.fs. Raleghrs position in the StuarÈ world

!¡as precarious without the extra label of witch appLie{ to him. But

when one understands Hermetic symbolism, ít is difficult to deny that

he'Índeed must be identifÍed as one in the ranks of the magi--not Èhe

black wÍtches, buÈ Èhe relígÍous and scientific magicians. It is this

Èask with which the next two chapters are concerned.

22u.c. Bradbrook, Tl" of Níeht: A Studv in the Literarv RelatÍon-
Carnbridge University Press, L936),ships of Sir WaIter RaleRh (Cambridge:

P. 49.

School
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CiIAPTER SIX: TllE HISTORY OF TI{E WORLD AND }IERMETISM

Hermetic phílosophy is at r¡ork in Ihe Historv of the I^IorId in

in two distinct manners. Ralegh discusses Hermes TrismegÍslus and re-

lated occult ideas expressly, and thÍs constiËutes one of the ways to

examÍne Hermetism in the contexÈ of the HístorJ. A second method con-

sisÈs of breaking Èhrough the esoteric shell of the work ín order to see
:

Raleghrs imptícit use of the philosophy. this comes out mosÈ clearly in

the doctrine of the soul, "a ont" the most basic and yet obscure of the

Hermetic ideas

' The first and more apparent method of analysis gives a good indi-

cation that Ra1egh was not motivated by purely politÍca1 consideratÍons

and felt free to dÍscuss such matters as the antiquit-y of Hermes Trisme-

gÍstus and the exisËence, even the necessity, of natural magic. lhe dÍs-

cussionsr.howeve', are kept on Èhe purely intellectual level; Ralegh at-

tempÈs to.prove rationally some of the more practical Her:metic doctrines.

In hís esoteric exposition his very real belief in the phílosophy Ís appa-

renË.

' Ralegh continues the Ficínian prisca theologig tradition. A tit.le

of one of the firsÈ secÈlons of the lüg.lory attests to this fact: rtïhaË

the wisest of the HeaÈhen, whose auÈhorÍtie is not to be desplsed, have

acknowledged the world to have been created by God.tt He gives as examples

Hermes Trismegistus, Zoroaster, Orpheus and Pinder, and explains that this
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Iras also belleved by St. Paul.l NoÊ only did Hermes propheslze the com-

fng of ChrÍsÈ, he continués, he also foretold the Day of Judgment, and

sPoke of rhe Trinity.2

lhus the synthesís of paganism and Christianit.y so typical of Re-

naíssance philosophy is present in The Hj.storJ of the Llorld. Inde.ed, the

very aim of ChrÍsÈianity for Ralegh was both to resolve current disputes

as. well as to historically reconciliate.3 ïhis synthetic approach, then,

was Raleghts chief method of reconcilìng differences. The pagan element

in his hÍstorícal synthesis, hor.¡ever, is certaÍnly given predominance.

Hermes is presented as wÍàe because of his age, and of greater antiqulty

than thaË very wise man, Moses.' Many have said thaÈ there were many

Hermes, explains Ralegh, but:

IÈ may bee, that the many yeares which he ís said
to have lived, to \"rit, three hundred yeares, gave
occasion to some writers to finde him in one time,
and to others in other times. But by tho'se which
have collected the grounds of Ëhe Aegyptian PhÍ1-

1'HE, Bk. r, ch. 1, s. 2, pp. 2-3

t'lti,l, Bk. rr, ch. 6, s. 7, p. 324,

3Ar, 
"*.u1lent 

illustratÍon of Raleghrs approach to factions within Chris-
tianity and, we might venture, Èo the general problem of the reconcilia-
tion of apparent. divergences between different streams of thought may be

. seen in the following passage: rrI think it the part of every ChrisLian,
rather to reconcÍ1e differences, where there is possibílitie of union,
then out of froward subtletie, and prejudicate resolvednesse, to main-
tafne factÍons needlesse, and dangerous contentions.rr HW, Bk. I, ch. B,
s. 4, p. 157.
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osophíe and DivÍnitie, he is found more anclent
than Moses: because he was the ïnventor of the
Aegyptian Wisedome, wherein it,is said, thaÈ
Moses was excellently learned.+

But Hermes, in Raleghts opinion, was more than simply the fÍrsE of the

prjlsca theoþgia. TYismegístus was The Philosopher; Èhis is a good in-

dlcation thaE Ralegh may have considered himself a HermeÈ,íst, rather Ehan

merely a Neoplatonist: .

And this is certain, that Íf we look into the vrlse-
dorn of a1l ages, vree shall finde that there never
was a man of said understanding or excellent judge-
ment¡ never any man whose minde Ehe art of education
hath not bended; whose eyes a foolish supeistiÈion
hath not afterward blinded; whose apprehensions are
sober, and by pensive Ínspection advised; but that
he hath found by an unresistable necessitie, one t.rue
God, and everlasting being, all for ever causing, and
all for êver sustaíníng; which no man among Èhe Heathen
hath with more reverence acknowledged or more learnedly
exprest, than thaË Aegyptian Hermes.J

In this passage not only is the element of reconcílíation strong and thus.

a good clue to Raleghts association with Ehe Hermetic tradition, but Hermes

is given predominance, a further indication of Raleghts allegiance.

To buttress these remarks on Hermes Trismegistus, Ralegh quotes from 
_,

the Corpus Hermeticum, and from Renaissance Hermetists. Early Ín the History

o¡g, BlË. rr, ch. 6, s. 6, p.319.

tr", uu. r, ch. 6, s. 7, p. 96.
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he repeats Asclepius¡ ttman is the greatest wonderrr.6 L"t"t hu takes

the defÍnition of mind frám pimander: rra divine understandÍng, and

an intellect or minde contemplative."T His admiration for the Renais-

sance men who believecl in the doctrine is spread throughout Èhe ll!Þtory;

he describes Pico, for exampLe, asIta man for his yeares fuller of know-

Ledge then any Ëhat this laEter age hath broughC forCh..."B In this way

both Hermes and Pico share the same important characteristic: wisdorn.

This type of knowledge is deep, beyond time, a knowledge of magical

things. Ralegh quotes Ficino on this subject of wisdom: 'rOh thou

fearefull one, why doubtest thou to use the name of l"fagusr a name gra-

tlous in the Gospell, which doth not signifie a I"Iitch or Conjurer' but a

wise man and a Priest?"9

Raleghrs sources Ëhen are Ín the Platonic-Neoplatonic-Hermet.ic

tradition: Plato, LacËanËíus, Augustine, Ficino, Cusanus. Although the

Bible ís an important reference guide, the HistgrJ is'not Christ-centered.

this is perhaps due to the reconciliatory quality of the work: not only

does he wish to unite the pagan gods wÍth the One God; he also seeks to

joing the, Hebraic and the chrisÈian. He says of the scriptures:

6*, ut . t, ch. z, s. .l¡ p. 22.

7Hw, nk. r, ch. 2, s. 2, p. 25.

tt", tu. rr, ch" 4, s. 11, p. 281.

"", 
uu. r, ch. ll, s. 2, p. zo5.
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The old and new Testament differ in name, and in
the meane and way proposed for attaining to salva-
tion; as the old by workes, the new by grace: but
in the thing it selfe, or object and remote end,
they agree: which is, means happinesse and sal-
vation " 

l0

His sources are wide-ranging and comparative

to Ralegh whether ideas are ancient, medÍeval

the important matter.

content; it matters little

modern. Tfe thought is

IN

This reconciliatory quality of the History is the basis for one of

Raleghs most imaginative uses of Hermetic doctrine, mythology. Certainly

the prisca theoloqia idea is one aspect of this; but he extends Íts compo-

sition to include lesser figure, u" *"11.1I These men, as Ralegh quotes from

Lactantius, were not earlier revelations of the Christian God as much as

believers in "one .Providence",'hifether the same bee Nature, or light, or

Rea-son, or understanding; or destinie or divirie ordinance. "l2 This now is

a very important point: Ralegh is not menely attempting to reconcile the

old pagan belief s with a Christian God. He is rather trying to find common

IO
IfW, Bk. I, ch. ll, s.2, p. 20I. Ralegh differs from the standard form of

Christian exegesis in that he does not stress the prefiguration of Christ
in the Old Testament. In fact, Christ is seen as only one of the many who
saw the universal aspects of religious truth.

It
Included in Ralegh's list are Musaeus, Linus, Anaximenes, Anaxogoras,

Empedocles, Melissus, Pherecydes, Thales, Cleanthes "and many others"
I{W, Preface.

l2
IIW, Preface
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elements in each, implying that the old gods in which these men belÍeved

were on the same level with God. All explanations of the divine are simply

attempts to define the unknowabLe, simply sumbols of one eternal unchang-

ing order.

In this manner, then, he posits a comparative mythological system,
l3

complete with geneological charts. He is trying to show that no matter

the name, the gods depicted in mythology are all sÍmply explanations of the

same Idea. Aithough he destroys such comparisons as "The first Jupiter, of

the Ethnickes was then the same Cain, the sonne of Adam., who marrying his

own sister (as also Jupiter is said to have done) inhabited the East... ", and
T4

also "Adam was the ancient and first Saturner" he later admits that "ever

Pythagoras, or Plato or Orpheus, with many other ancient and exceJ-Iently

learned believed in any of these fooleries, it cannot be suspected. "l5

Later, however, he makes one of these very comparisons himself: "Neither

do I see cause of doubt whether Osiris were the same with Mizraim." He

continues in a different vein, "It is more necessarie, and hard to shew

manifestly, how J.ong Mizraim or Osiris reigned. "16 Tt would certainly be

I3
See, for instance, the geneology of Mercurius, showing his descent from the

sun, Bk. I, ch. 6, s. 5, p. 92, and that of Hercules, following the chronological
table at the end of Bk. V, F.p.

l4
ff, Bk. i, ch" 6, s"4, p.86.

l5
.H{, Bk. I, ch. 6, s. 7, p. 93. The priests, he felt, were responsible for

these corruptions. See pp. 9B-100

16

IfW, Bk. ii, ch. 2, s. 4, p.239.
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unfortunate to interpret this as an indication - that Raiegh was concerned

with mere antiquarian fact. It is rather that he accepted the comparative

point of view so totally that he felt that all apparent differences could and

should be resolved. Again it is the unchanging nature of truth as compared

with the unstable world of events. The latter can be explained and calculated;

the eternal can only be accepted. Then again, it was much safer to concentrate

one's inquiries on matters of chronoiogy and the like rather than to dwell upon

possibiy controversial ones.

It is probable that this is the precise reason why Strathmann calis

Ralegh an "atheist" in matters of secondary causation.lT But Ralegh did more

than simply accept primary causation; indeed he tried to extend and show how

it permeated even such things as chronologies and the history of kings. Tn

a sense, then, he was explaining the eternal. in terms of the mutable" This

indeed is not a suitable definition of atheism. The way he did challenge

customary religious beliefs, however, was in his syncretic approach to

truth. Church dogma and its own hermenuetÍcs was not, for Ralegh, the

ultÍmate authority. Rather, universals ard tehir continuity throughout

history was his means of proof . Of course, given the sixteenth and seven-

teenth century definition of an atheist , that is, anyone who differed slightly

from established belief , Ralegh was an atheist.

See pp. 37-38, above.
17
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One of the basic controversies in mythology has always been

whether myths are philogical in origin, such as in the theory propounded

by Max Muller in the nineteenth century, or whether they are symbolic

attempts to explaÍn universai qualities, as is the contention of Eliade

and Jung.IS Atready in the seventeenth century Ralegh was aware of this

controversy, aJ.though he does not solve it: "Japetus (as the Poets fable)

was the sonne of Heaven and Earth, so accounted, either because the

names of his Parents had in the Greeke tongue such sÍgnification: or

perhaps for his knowledge in Astronomie and Philosophie. "19 There is

good reason to believe, honr ever, that Raiegh thought of mythology as

being more than mere accident, as actually having a purpose. For example,

he sees in those ancient m,vths in which man had the freedom to change his

shape a symbolic significance: "For by the lively image of other creatures

did those Ancients represent the variabJ"e passions, and affections of mortal

men. "20 In other words, myths contained unirersal symbols.
:

Ralegh's position on astrology is not unlike that of the Ïtalian Her-

metics. The stars have influence over the reasonless mind, but not over

the mind that is endowed with God's spirit.2l The affinity, however, between

see Max Muller, Ç-bjpg_@ a çerman lvo*shgp, vol. 4 (New york: scribner,
1869); Mircea Eliade, Ç.o.smos and Ej-gIoÐa (New York: Harper Tonchbooks, 1959) .
and C. Jung and C. Kerányi, Essays qe-Sc:þ.!ce of i\4vthology (New York: Harper
and Row, 1963).

I9
I{W, Bk. II , ch. 17 ,

20
IfW, Bk" I , ch. 2,

2T

s. 6, p. 473.

s. 6, p. 32"

14.IfW, Bk. I, ch. l, s. 11, p.
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astrological occurrences and events in earthly time is stressed. The Flood, he

says, might have been forseen by the stars:

...the like conjunction of Jupiter and Saturne, happened
in the last degree of Cancer, against that constellation
since called the ship of Argos; by which the floud of Noah
might be foretold, because Cancer is both a Waterie sign,
and the house of the Moone, whÍch is the Ladie of the Sea,
and of moisture, according to the rules of Astruromie, and
common experienc e.22

Man, however, is different; he is free from thÍs fate. As part of Divinity man

has the elements, the planets, and all things material as his servants. They

are fated; man is not:

Were these (the seas, the sun, etc., ) as rebellious
as man, for whose sake they were created, or did they
once breake the law of their natures and formes, the

. whole world would then perÍsh, and all returne to the
first chaos, darknesse, and confusion.23

The point Ralegh is makÍng here is this: man'Ín his divine nature is infinitely

free, free even to choose chaos" The material world, o'n the other hand, cannot.

Astrology is one of Ralegh's categories of magic. It is, as we have

seen, the controller of things material, but not divine. The other kinds of

magic discussed in the Historv are natural and black magic. The latter in-

cludes necromancy ("an invocation at the graves of the deade"), conjuring up

devils, and witchcraft.24 But he is careful to make a distinction between a

magus, one who works in tune with nature, and a witch, one who works against it:

22
HW, Bk. i, ch. 7 , s. 5, p. I05.

23
IfW, Bk. iI, ch. 4, s.6, p" 274.

24
M, Bk. I, ch. 11, s, 6, pp.208-209.
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It appeareth that there is a great difference between
the doctrine of a Magician, and the abuse of the
Word...For the Art of Magicke is of the wisedome of
nature; other artes which undergoe that title were in-
vented by the falsehood, subtletie and envie of the
Devill. 2 5

He cites James's Daemonoloqie, But there is an underlying disagreement

because while James feels most magic is witchcraft, Ralegh thinks it is

basically noble. Magic is positive, in his view: "And (as Plato affirmeth)

the art of Magicke is the arL of worshipping God. "26

Natural magÍc, the art of working with nature and with God has, for

Ralegh, a practival aspect, and in this he sees the link between science and

magic:

For if we condemne naturall Magicke, or the wisedome of
nature, because the Devill. . .doth also teach Witches
and Poysoners the harmefull parts of hearbs, drugges,
minerals, and excrements: then may we by the samenule
condemne the Physition, and the Arf of h"åtinq.27

It is Ín this passage that we see Ralegh's theoretical position on the alchemy
:

that he also practiced. For him, and for most Renaissance men, there was

littie contradiction between science and nn gic; their common bond was

experimentation and the relating of its results to larger theorems.23

25
IfW, Bk. I, ch. 11, s. 2, p. 204.

26
Ibjd., p. 20I"

27
IIW, Bk. I, ch. ll, s" 3, p. 205.

28
George Boas, "Philosophies of Science in Renaissance Platonism" in Charies S"

Singleton (ed.), AI!, Science and Historv in ttrç Renaissance (Baitimore: The
Johns Hopkins Press, 1967), p.243.'
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Of the i¡canÈaÈions peculiar to rellgíous magíc, that 1s, the

Cabala, Ralegh clistfnguishes between the seèret and the true Cabala. The

former is in his opinion the work of Priests, and is secret only because

theír closed society wantecl to Preserve iÈs power oïe.r the people. The

true cabala, on the other hand, rtwas noÈ to bee concealed from any;

beÍng indeede the divine 1aw revealed to the Patriarlcs, and from them

dellvered to the posteritie, when as yet it was unwritten."29

ThÍs, by necessity, leads us to Raleghls treatmenË of esotericÍsmt

another of the basic aspects of the Hermetic Èradition" He dístinguishes

between the truth, which, although knowable by all men is not readily

grasped by the impure, and those secrets perpetuated by priests for their

own benefit. lhe secrets of diviníty, says Ralegh, 'rought not to be ím-

parïed to the unpure Vulgar. For as the cleanesL meates in a foule sto-

mack, are thereÍn corrupted, so the most hígh and reserved mysteries are
30

often perverted by an ulrcleane and def íled mind.r' 'ïhis, he continues,

T.ras the reason why Èhe AegypCians used hieroglyphics, ttËo the end that

Èheir secrets rnight be hidden from the vulga¡."31 Thus truth, in its pure

form, received directly from God, can be l:nown by those who have recognized

the God-ness in t,hemse lves.
co

30--HW, Bk. II, ch. 13, s. 3, p. 420.

31-Ibid. , p" 42L.
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ïhe esotericism perpetuated by priests, by middlemen between God

and man, ís, howcver, false. Ralegh is againsÈ even Christían images as

ao
corruptions of Ëhe Devíl, t' lhe latter is the one who stands in the way

of Trr.rth, not because he is placing false images before man, buE because

he is raising unnecessary, ancl uncennected, obstacles to manfs pursuit of

knowledge. The philosophy of Hermes Trismegistus, Ra1egh claims, was cor-

rupred by the EgypLian priests. It was I'at length by deviLísh pollicie of

the Aegyptian Priests purposely obscured; who invented new Gods, and those

innumerable, best sorting (as the Devill perswaded them) wiÈh vulgar ca-

pacities, and fittest ao U""0" in awe and order their comrnon people."33

In order to see to the Eruth, nategt advises reading the Hennetic books

ttwÍth an even judgment"; only then is one able to differentiate betrveen

wisdorn and corruption. 34

Not only do priests twisi: spiritual matters in order to raise

theír own prominence; they also basÈaxdíze histoïy:

One great occasion of this obscurity Iin the succes-
sion of Èhe Egyptian kings] in the Aegyptian Storie,
was the anbition of the Pries*-s: who to magnif ie
their antiquities, f il1ed the Recordes (r,vhich were
in their hands) with many leafings: and recounted

ø-¡rg, t-. i, *. to, s.7, p. 198.

tt'n", Bk. r,

'n!", Bk. rr,

ch. 6, s. 7, p. 96.

ch. 6, s. 6, p. 319.
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unto strangcrs, the names of many kings that. never
reÍgned. J5-

What then, does thÍs anti-clericalism suggest to us about Ralegh?

Certalnly ít is an indication of hi.s belief Ín religíous Índividualism.

But thÍs rather general phrase can be associated both wÍth Puritanism and

with Hermetism, ana tfr" tv¡o belÍefs are quíte dissimilar. In the former,

the figure of ChrÍst ís important; because of his close relatíonship with

God, he ís identified with Him, and as such is the medíator between God

\.
and man, sínce he contains both Ëhe Spirit and the flesh. In Puritanism

also, man does come .face to face $¡iÈh God, but since grace is conferred

on only the elect, in theory man has little controL over his destiny.

Ind.eed in practice the sÍtuation was quite different: materlal pros-

perÍty lvas seen as a sign of probable election, and as men strove for

wealth, they saw themselves as becoming closer to God. This represented

an inverslon, a gap between theory and practice. But then again ít, was

a way for man, ln Ehe age of Renaissance and Reform¿'tion, to understand

and somehow controt the obvÍous Ínsecuríty which is at the base of Purl-
36tan theory

Ralegh, however, does not fall into the category of Puritan" The

figure of Christ ís nearly non-exÍstent in the History. He 1s replaced

ttt", Bk, rr, ch. 2, so l, p. 236.

36.-.tnrs same observation has recently been made by Míchael I{alzer, The Revo-
of the Saints (New York: Atheneum, L970).
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by man, who in himself is both Spirit and flesh. Rategh's theory of

man's soul, so obviousJ,y connected with Hermetic philosophy and the

subject of the next section, transforms man into the master of his own

fortunes. God is not malevolent, someone to be feared; He is rather a

positive force, spreading Iiis love to ali that truly desire it. He quotes

Plato early in the History and this represents the underlying unity of the

work: "The love of God is the perpetuall knot, and linke or chaine of the

world, and the immovable pÍIlar of every part thereof , and the Basis and

foundation of the universaIr."ST This is the same kind of 
.love 

stressed

by Petrarch and by Ficino and the RenaiSsance Hermetists. Material

prosperity, in Ralegh's opinion, is a deterrent to Truth; it is mutable and

can in no way feflect the higher wisdom. The pride that men gain from

this is not the same as truth: "And certainly, as Fame hath often beene

dangerous to the iiving, so is it to the dead of no use at all; because

separate from knowledge. "38

But to understand this fully, it is now important to examine the basis :

of both The ElgIoryof thet@¡ld and Hermetic philosophy, the soul doctrine. .

37
IfW, Bk" I, ch. l, s. 13, p. 19.

38
IfW, Bk. V, ch. 6, s. 12, p. 775'.
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The &!oÐa of the World accepts both the historical existence of

Hermes Trismegistus and the more practical aspects of Hermetic philosophy,

such as natural magic. The most theoretical aspect of the doctrine,

however, the theory of the soul, is not so readily apparent in any of the

secondary Hermetic works, and Ba1egh's Historyis no exception. But without

an examination of this theory, it would be really quite difficult to Iabel

Ra1egh as a beLiever Ín the Hermetic philosophy. This issimply because while

being the most obscure of the Hermetic ideas, the theory of the soul is also

39Íts most basic.'

Since the Pimander, the account of Creation, Ís the first of the

Hermetic corpus, it is best to begin there and build the theory up from thd

starting point. It will be remembered that the Creation, in this account was

largely alchemical: "The watery substance, having received theWord, was

fashioned into an ordered world, the .l"rn"rrt= being separated out from it. "

From the water came fire, whÍch produced air, which made the earth.40

Compare this to a passage in the Historr¿ "then the Spirit of God moved

upon the waters, and created in them their spirituaiity, and naturall motion;

39
It is important to stress þere that Ralegh's acceptance of Hermetic doctrine

is not obvils; indeed, at times he rejects some of its tenets, either because
it was not politically expedient to accept them, or because he ,quite frankly
could not go along with them. It is basic similarities we are looking for here.

40
Hermetica, Libellus I (Pimander) , p. II7.
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motion brought forth hea! and heat rarifaction, and subtility of parts. "41

Two things are common to both passages. Fdrst of ali, the emphasis on

elemental creation, substance transformed by substance, is the basis of

alchemical procedure. Secondly, the imporlance of the Spirit in Creation

is stressed, but It is not only Creator, It is Giver of form. In the passage

from Ralegh, the Spirit of God created in the waters "their spirituality"

and their "naturall motion"" What this implies is not only the idea of an

ordered universe, but one tied together by its own spirituality, its very

own Godliness

This is the basic point of the Heimetic Creation: God has infused

His Spjrit into the created world and this accounts for its order. It is this

that is found in Ra1egh's work too. The rest of the Hermetic account, however,

is not found in the Historv; Ralegh does not speak of the hermaphroditic

Adam, for instance. To assert this, in Jacobean England, would have speiled

sure disaster even if Ralegh had believed it. But quietly infused throughout

the work is the second imporlant element in Hermetic Creation: the power of

man. The Pimander spells it quite clearly: man "willed to break through the

bounding circle" and "wished to dwell" on earth as a spiritual among mortal
42beings. Man can do this because of his soul, the part of him that is like

4I
I{W, Bk. I, ch. 1, s. 6, p. B.

42

&rmelrcg, Libellus I (Pimander) , p. T2T.
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God, for although he sacrificed materiat divinity, he retained his Godly

spirit. Man, says the Pimander, "is mortal by reason of his body; he is

immortal by reason of the Man of eternal substance.,'43 In other words,

man is a dual creature, the divine and the material beÍng reconciled in

him. He takes on a material form, but his soul allows him to keep his

divine nature. And so reasons Ralegh: "Man, thus compounded and formed

by God, was an abstract or modell, or briefe Storie of the Universall: in

w hom he made the last and most excellent of his creatures, being internally

endued with a divine understanding. " But, he continues, our bodies are

"mutable, like the earth. "44

Ralegh never blatantly admits that man is a God, as do some passages

in the Hermetic books. He simply states that man's soul is "by God himselfe

beautified with the title of his own image and similtude. "45 ThÍs is obviously

a Christian adaptation of the Corpus ECrmglrcg¡q, and although significant,

does not blur the similarities concerning the powerof man's soul.

43
Ibid.

44
IfW, Bk. I, ch. 2, s. 5, p. 30. In both the Middie Ages and the Renaissance

"universal" denoted the eternal order,the celestial sphere. The word does not
appear in the Hermetic books, although this could be attributed to the trans-
lator's own preference for "eternal". On the concept of "universal" see Maren- 

.,:Sofie R$stvig, "'IJpon Appleton House, and the universal History of Man,,, ,..i

Enqlish Studies, XLII (196i) , I 
..

45
ï{W, Bk" I, ch.'2, s. 5, p. 31.
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Rslegh's emphasis on the universal, that is:, manrs connection

with the divine, is evident in other passages also; it Ís the way he explains

the macrocosm-rnicrocosm affinity so important in the ana logical thinking of

Hermetism. "In the little frame of mans body," he says, "there is a

representation of the Universall, and (by allusion) a kind of participation

of all the parts thereof , therefore was man called Microcosmos, or the

1Íttte world. "46 This, then, stresses the Hermetic link betweenthe physical

and heavenly worlds, and suggests that man is tied to the divine world through

a similar attrÍbute Ín himseif. Another clue to this identification of God with

man is his quotation from Nicholas of Cusa: "The world universal is nothing

else but God expr est."47

Ralegh, then, does connect God and man, and the bond between them

is the soul, that part of man which partakes of divinity:

It is not therefore. . .by reason of Immortalitie, nor
in Reason, nor in Dominion, nor in any of these by
itselfe, nor in all these joyned, by any of which,
or by all which we resemble, or may be called the
Shadow of God, though by reason and understanding,
with the other faculties of the SorIe, we are made

46

Iü{., Bk. i, ch. 2, s.5, p. 30. This is certainly a baffling passage,
for Ra1egh seems to imply that man's body is a representation cf the universal,
while the universal in Ralegh always refers to the very opposite of the mutable"
But if one stresses "In lhe fr.Cm-e of manþ body", it is possibLe he means the
soul 11!!\þ the body.

47
Iff, Bk. I, ch. l, s. I, p. 2.
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;:lf :?å1,'åiJ,iiL,iåïll:Ti,'î:,iî""î:i,ll"
;T:"rï:rtå"ïillnthe 

minde and soure or man in

Ït is interesting to note here that Ralegh places reason and understanding

not as things separate or even opposed to each other. Thus mystical

understanding and rational knowledge are not seen as contradictory,

nor even separate, since they coexist in the same p1ace. Ralegh.s solution,

of course, is different fromthat of Aquinas, who tended to stress the power

of reason. in his resolution, there is an interweavÍng, an internal balance

between reason and will, not as one-sided as that of Aquinas. Ralegh's is

a theory similar to Augustine's, that man's inner experience can lead to

tuth. Aquinas, on the other hand, did not make this identification of

thought and being, that is, a link between how we know and what is to

be known.49

Thus, the emotionai tie of man to God is imporlant in Ralegh:

"Yet as all humane affections, wherein due reference to God is wanting,

are no better than obscure cloudes, hindring the influence of that blessed

light, which clarifies the sout of man, and predisposeth it unto the bright-

nesse of eternali felicitie... "50 But this should not be construed to mean

4B

Ð9, Bk. l, ch.2, s.2, p.27"

49
For a discusslon of the two approaches, see John H. Randall, The ç-elggrof P-hiþg_g!hl. (New york: columbia university press, lg62) , vol . i, ppJ3-3i.

50
ïíW, Bk. III, ch. l, s. Il, p . ZI.
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that the power of grace is all-important. This is precÍseiy the mistake of

those who see Ralegh as a Puritan. The rational part of the soul, the mÍnd,

has a power of its own:

Now, as the reasonable minde is the forme of man, so :l

is he aptly moved to those things which his proper forme
presenteth unto him: to wÍt, to that which right reason
offereth; and the acts of right reason, are the acts of
vertue: and in the breach of the rules of this reason,
ismanleastexcusable:asbeingareaSonab]ecreat.,,".51

i.
Butthisacknow1edgementofthepowerofreasonshou1dnotbeexaggerated:

Ralegh thought the Aristotelian emphasis on reason too arrogant. ,,But for i'

my selfe", he explains, "I shaJ-l never bee perswaded, that God hath shut

up all iight of Learning within the Ianthorne of Aristotles braines. "52 His

attack on Aquinas' Philosopher is even sharper in another passage:

Now although this doctrine of Faith, touching the
Creation in time (for by Faith we understand, that
the world was made by the word of God) be too weÍghty
a work for Aristotles rotten ground to beare up, upon
which he hath (not withstanding) founded the Defences
and ForËresses of all his Verball Doctrine. . .53

what Ralegh is attempting is again a synthesis; he is trying to effect a
t_:

balance between reason and revelation, between experience and faith , l',,

between two sæarate modes of thought.

Reason, however, is not for Ralegh the way to truth; it is too deceptive 
i:It is again the appearance vs. reality idea stressed in Chapler 3. Since the :.:

51

ïIW, Bk. II, ch. 4, s. G, p.275.
52

IfW, Preface.

53
Ibid.
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mind-soul of man is that which is rooted in the Divine and unchanging, that

is the only important reality. The material world, so fickle, gives oniy the

appearance of real-ity, and it is not to be taken seriously. Men, says Ralegh,

"neglect the advice of God, while they enjoy life, or hope it; but they fol1ow the

counsell of Death, upon his first approach...Death which hateth and destroyeth

man, is beleeved; God which hath made him and loves him, is always deferred.

I have considered (saith Solomon) all the workes that are under the Sunne, and

behold, all is vanitie. . . "54

The same warning is given by Hermes. Those that do not know "for

what purpose they have been made, nor by whom they have been made...they

admire the things that are not worth looking at; they give heed only to their

bodiiy pleasures and desires, and believe that man has been made for such

things as these. " Those that have seen the good "deem their soujourn here on

earth a thing to be depIored.,,55

So the soul and mind of man, although mirrors of the divine, are greatly

tempted by bodily nature" Ralegh devotes a section of the Historv to this idea

and entitles it: "Of the intellectual minde of man, in which there is much of

the image of God; and that this image is much deformed by sinne.,'56 The

Hermetica explains it more fully: "Tt is impossible then for things in this

world to be pure from evil; and that which is good in this world is that which

54
IfW, Bk. V, ch. 6, s.12, p.776.

55
Hermetica , LibelJ.us IV, p. lS3.

56
HW, Bk. I, ch. 2. s. 2. p. ZS.
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has the smallest share of evil, for in this world the good becomes evil."57

But man has his choice: hi's life "is alwaies either encreasing towards

ripeness and perfection, or declining and decreasing towards rottennesse

and dissolution. " 
58

This whole question of change--Ralegh's sense of it and repulsion from

it--reflect the instability of the Elizabethan world. In the HistoryRalegh's unease

is occasionally expressed in an apocalyptic sense of his ov n times:

But it is cerLaine, that the Age of Time hath brought
forth stranger and more incredible things, than the
Infancie. For we have now greater Giants, for vice
and injustice, than the world had in those daies, for
bodily strength; for cottages and houses of clay and
timber, we have raised Palaces of stone; we carve them,
we paint them, and adorne them with goLd; insomuch as
men are rather knowne by their houses, than their houses
by them; we are fallen from two dishes to two hundred;
from water, to wine and drunknnesse; from the covering
of our bodies with the skinnes of beasts, not only to
silke and gold, but to the very skinnes of nen. But
to conclude this digression, Time will also take re-
venge of the excesse, which it hath brought forth.59

Throughout the Historv it is man's pride in his bodily attributes

that cause defeat in war and the downfall of civiiizations. The term

Ralegh uses for this is tyranny, the adapting of one's Godly power to

things not divine. This indeed cannot be pure because it is not directed

towards its own natural end. In a "Regall" government there is an even

balance of supreme power and common right; that is, no one dominates the

57
Hermetica. Libellus VI, pp" 167-169.

58
HW, Bk. I, ch. 2, s. 5, p" 32.

59

ÐL , Bk. V, ch. l, s. 4, p. 324"
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other. This Ralegh opposes to a tyrannical government, in whlch the

monarchyrs power overwhelÅs thaL of those whose power lay in comnon

Ân
rfght and law. " Now, although this obvÍously has a political basis,

the íclea tells us quite a bit about Raleghrs concept of magic and jus-

tice, for v¡hat else is magic but power? I^Ie have seen how he aPproves

of white magic, vhich 1ifËs the soul out of lts bodily prison up to its

original nat,ure. The harnessing of thaÈ same powerr then, to things

materÍal can do no more than produce an adVerse black magic; that is,

tfe nan to his mortal side. Ltlen power is used ín this way, it Ís man

:
agafnst man, king agaÍnst kingdom--Èyranny. And this is the very reason

why the world, in Raleghrs, opínìor,, was in a state of decline. Thus the

Romans became tyrannÍcal after the war with Perseus ("Now began the Romans

to's$¡e11 with the pride of their fortune...") 61, and spread their tyranny
62

to .even their own peoPle.

Ralegh, however, does not totally adhere to a.theory of. hisÈorical

decline. the world has been slowly decaying, but more imporÈanË, each

civilization has its own Índividual cycle: I'BuÈ unto all Domínions God

hath set thelr periods: Who, though hee hath given unto Man the knowledge

of those waies, by vrhich Kingdomes rise and fall; yet hath left hÍm sub-

ject unto the affections, which draw on these fatall changes, in their

uory, Bk. r, ch. g, s. 1, p. L7g.

utlt, uu. v, ch. 6, s. lo, Þ . 76L.

62
HI,I, Bk. V, ch. 2, s. 2, P. 379.
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t imes 
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.The continuation of decline through history ís basically because

of the karmic quality of sin. Just, as fn the Preface Ralegh stresses

thaÈ the sins of the fathers are punÍshed by the sons in EnglÍsh his-

tory, it is the same ín all places and thus difficult to escape: -ttBut.

Alexanders children had by no law of men deserved, t.o die for the lyranie
oof their FaÈher. llherefore, though Cassander died in his bed, Yet the

divine Justíce brought swords upon his wife and children, that well revenged

the crueltie of this bloudie man, by destroying his whole house, as he had

done his Masters.tr'64 Cytu", on the other hand, escaped this because on his

deathbed he told his sons '?of the immortalitie of thg soule, and of the

punishments and rrewards followÍng the good and ill deserving of everie
65

man' in this lif e... rt

- Decadence, Ëhen, in Raleghts view, is the result of the soul beÍng

tied to bodily passions. So too is the vÍew in the Hermetic books, where

as a result of this:

The gods will depart from mankindr--a grevious thing!--

ê*-r", uu. v, ch. 3, s. 13, p, 4g7. rn thÍs passage, there is a strong
Providential element; agaÍn, as a ChrisÈian, Ralegh both believes this
and at Èhe same time must admit to Ít. lhis, of course, is one of the
problems of such a syncretic phílosophy.

Ql*, uu. rv, ch. 6, s. 6, p. 285.

Utry, Bk. rrr, ch.3, s. 6, p.39. Polydore Vergil shard thls víew. see
Denys Ilay, Polvdor'g Vergil: Refraissance llistorian and Man of Letters (Ox-
ford: Clarendon Press, L952), p. f4l. Hay adrnits to the non-ChristÍan
quality of this"
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and only evÍ1 angels will remain, who will mlngle with
men, and drive the poor wretches by main force into all
manner of reckless crime, ínto wars, and robberies, and
frauds, ancl all things hostile to the nature of the soul.."
After this manner will old age come upon Ehe world. Re-
1Ígion wí11 be no more; all things^r.¡iil be disordered
and awry; all good will disappear. oþ

And so Ralegh ends his history with this apocalyptic view of Rome:

I,Ie have lef t it [Rome] f lourishing in the mÍddle of
the field; having rooted up, or cut dorvn, all that
kept it from the eyes and admiration of the world.
But after some conEinuance, it shall begin to lose
the beauty it had; Ëhe stormes of ambition shall beat

. her great boughes and branches one against another;
her leaves shatl fall off, her limbes wither, and a
rabble of barbarous Nations enter Èhe field and cut
her downe .67*.

And what about Ëhe rebirth so much a part of the Hermetic philosophy?

ltre Asclepius describes it as trÈhe new birth of the Kosmos." 68 Ralegh

left The HistorJ of the I,Ior13 unfinished, with Rome about to be destroyed,

and leaves us no hÍnt there. But if we may leavê ühis work and look to

one of his poems, his belief in his own personal rebirth can be seen:

And thÍs ís my eternall plea,
To him Ëhat made Heaven, Earth, and Sea,
Seeíng my flesh must die so soone,
And want a head to dine nexl noone,

66'Hermelica, Asclepius 1II, p. 345.

67'W, Bk. V, ch. 6, s. L2, p. 775"

68
HermeÈica, Asclepius III, p" 347"
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Just at the stroke when my vaines start and spred
Set on my soule an everlasting head.
Then am I readie like a palmer fit, 69
To tread those blest paÈhs which before I writ.

The theory of the soul that is expressed in the Hermetic books

and that emerges fn Raleghrs HÍstorJ is that Èhe soul i. ¿ivinity in a

mortal body. By reason of its immortality, it has the power to tran-

scend the purely physícal world and bring its carrier up to greater

heights of wísdom and undersËanding. This is what Ralegh sees as one

form of magic. Because of his.bodily nature, however, and because of

the very nature of the physical world around him, this spiritual pohrer

ls.constantly in danger of being overpovrered by it. The choice, however,

fs in man. He can choose between an eternal order, of which he will be

a part through eternÍËy, or an existence in time. The former is the on-

ly reality; the latter only appears to be so.

This can perhaps explain the tooutuna contradiction between Ra-

leghts arrogance and search for adventure and wealth, and his spirituality.

There is rro doubt in my mind that he was an adept in what ís now called

gamesmanship; witness, for instance, The Oceaurs Lovg to Cynthiar a poem

to Elizabeth. What is usually interpreted as Machiavellian political

expedience here is really only Raleghrs own reaLízaEion after years of

69tt1," Passionate Mants Pilgrimagert in Agn:s M.C. LaEham (ed. ), The Poems
of Sir Wa]ter Ralegh (London: Constable & Co. Ltd., L929)¡ pp. 43-44,
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sltting in prison that the.material world is short and not of the fm-

portance of the eËernal. His method was not to enter the ministry, but

to rather t'play the game'r advocated by those in Eastern religions. In

the f irst place, orEhodoxy r¡¡as not connected with re ligiouslty in hís

mind; his rnode of thought was much too syncretic for that. Ralegh' "ld
oÈhers as well, rather believed in flowing with the physical world, the

3
apparent realiÈy, in the same slay that one'rrolls with the punchttin

Karate, only Èo return the attack with greater force. In his life Ralegh

played out hís physical destiny, lived it to the fullest. His arro-

ganc.e vras none other than that of Pico, who rejoiced at what a wondrous

creature was man. It was not a concentration on eatthly passions to the

exclusion of the.spiriËual. The dignity of man is his'ability to have

both and to find them reconcíled in himse'ti.
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CONCLUSION

The central intellectual problem of the Renaissance was t-g somehow

reconcile the old philosophy of an eternal order wlth swiftly changing poli-

tical, economic, religíous and scientífic developments. AlÈhough some men

were able either to hang on to the old order or to accept new siËuations,

most lntellectuals found that a more JceconcÍ1íatory system vlas necessary

to gÍve meaning to their líves. Ralegh, among others, found thls solu-

tion in the s¡mcretic Heimetic philosophy, which offered, besÍdes its

greát antiquity, coexÍstent congepts of immutable order and change. Its

great attraction was thaL this philosophy was able to explain the seeming

dec.adence of the world in a non-pessimistic manner. In other words, the

changes that were occurring at the time could be explained as only appa-

rerrt decay; the real world, that of God, was immutable as ever. Further-

more, man lvas by nature a part of that universal divinity because of his

soul. Only his body was in decay. This idea, of ccurse,.is the basís

of most religions, and therefore the more occult, even heretical beliefs

of Hermetism, could be assÍmílated with ease. And indeed, the aspect of

Hermetíc phílosophy that so appealed to these men, that is, the scope of

manrs ov¡n dívine pov/er, vras definitely at odds with the former híerarchi-

cal beliefs. But this was the method by which the gap between t.he o1d

and nev¡ was bridged: man himself was both divine and hurnan, immutable

and mutable, and could therefore choose to lift hirnself above the chaos

whenever he pleased.
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Indeed, this was how the more practfcal aspects of the HermetÍc

tradltlon providecl the basis for a new experimenEal scÍence in the sêV€rI-

teenth century. A1Èhough the dlfferences between astrology and astonomy,

and alchemy and. chemisÈry are undoubtedly great, these earlier scíences

associated with Hermetísm vrere great ground-breakers. For once man real-

fzed his ovrn power to experirrrenÈally explain, even through numerical

symbolism, he was a step closer to, saYr analytÍc geometry and physics.

Above all, the Hermetíc philosophy "r,"blud 
man to see that he had no

limÍts to hís povrer when.working Ín the world of nature. He himself

r.ras part of that nature, ând by a bit of whÍte magic, he could easÍly

be in cornmunicatíon with iL. It is noÈ sulprising, then, to discover

that such a revolutionary figure as Copernicus himself was a believer

Ín .Hermetic philosophy. I

History ín the Renaissance was undergoing the same kind of revo-

lutionary change.. Both ltaly and France hrere able to. assimilate anti-

quarian findings and nernr facts into a coherent historical system. In

England, however, men usually retained the commo.n law-based universal

history, in which the same prínciples reoccurred throughout time. As

a resulÈ, English historiography was nowhere near advanced as that of

French historicism. But this very resistance to change enabled English

hisÈory to be a reconciliating meclia. The universal principles common

both to it and Hernetism \^rove a close boncl between the trn'o, and as a

1F."r,.", A. YaÈes, ïh" Art of Memorv (Harmondsworthr Mfddlesex: PenguÍn
Books, 1966), p. 156.
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result, Ralegh t s The Historv of the l^io¿ld , as j udged by f ts ímmense popu-

larity, was able to effeciively pose a solutfon to Ehe central problem

of the Renaíssance.

The very fact that Hermetism and historiography have been so ig-

nored gíves Ralegh a prominent place in Renaissance intellectual history.

He brought together in his own life history, science, and Hermetism, and

showed that the links between t.he three are quite basic. HÍstory, by its

very nature, deals wíth change, but since it is also a science, it must

deal with principles deduced from observed facE. It must then concern

Itself with universals as well. the HistorJ of the trIorld with its empha-

sis on manis own magical powers, effectively reconciles the tvüo using as

Íts framework HermeÈic philosophy.
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